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ABSTRACT 

A simulation model has been developed for a system of ex- 

changers to preheat the feed to a crude distillation unit. In 

conjunction, a Fortran program for the performance of the model 

calculations by digital computer was written. Two types of pre-

heat system were simulated, a single train system and a split 

(or parallel) train system. A number of features were included 

in the program for flexibility and versatility. A particular 

effort was made to have the model represent as economical a pre-

heat system as possible. 

The model program was used to obtain computer-calculated 

results for both single-train and split-train preheat systems. 

Computer runs were made to show the effect of using different 

temperature approach values. The computer output data as printed 

for several sample problems is presented. Results have been 

analyzed with regard both to type of preheat system and to tem-

perature approach value. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis project was the development of 

a simulation model to perform the calculations required for pre-

heating the feed to a crude oil distillation unit. Economic con-

siderations as well as heat transfer principles are involved in 

the preheat problem itself, and in the model that has been de-

veloped. The model program is entitled "Preheat." 

The problem of feed preheat is encountered whenever a new 

crude distillation unit is designed for the petroleum industry. 

The feed to a crude unit must be heated sufficiently to effect 

the required amount of vaporization at the inlet of a distilla-

tion tower operating at essentially atmospheric pressure, and a 

system of equipment to accomplish this must be selected. Such a 

system is shown in Figure I. The principal components of the 

system are heat exchangers, coolers, and a fired heater or fur- 

nace. Liquid sidestreams are withdrawn from the atmospheric 

distillation tower at elevated temperatures and must be cooled 

before leaving unit limits. These streams may be routed through 

heat exchangers to preheat the feed by indirect heat transfer, 

before flowing through coolers (air or water) to be brought to 

required battery limits temperatures. That portion of the re-

quired heat not supplied by the heat exchangers must be supplied 

by the fired heater, using gas and/or oil as fuel. The problem 

is to determine how many heat exchangers to employ, how much heat 
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should be provided by each, and consequently how much must be 

supplied in the fired heater. A great deal of engineering effort 

is involved in establishing a suitable system of equipment. The 

necessary calculations include many, many heat balances, and 

numerous studies involving the various economic factors that are 

applicable. Since the amount of heat involved is usually large, 

fuel costs and equipment investment costs will be correspondingly 

high. Careful and detailed studies are required in order to 

minimize these costs. A great deal of time can be consumed if 

the above calculations are carried out "by hand", i.e. with pencil, 

slide rule and/or desk calculator. Use of a computer to perform 

the calculations is indicated and desirable. Not only can engineer-

ing time be saved, but the resulting design should more nearly 

approach the optimum from an economic standpoint. The model de-

veloped here is intended primarily as a time saving tool and has 

been kept as simple as feasible. However, its use should result 

in economical designs since it provides the capability of compar-

ing results obtained when significant parameters are varied. 

A number of articles have been published dealing with the 

economics of heat exchangers, both with regard to relatively 

simple systems involving but one exchanger and cooler, and with 

more complex systems involving banks of exchangers and their 

associated coolers. The articles stress the importance of employ-

ing optimum cold-end temperature approaches for the exchangers. 

This concept of optimum cold-end approach has been used in the 

development of the simulation model. 

Figure I shows a vessel marked "desalter"as being included 
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in the preheat system. The purpose of the desalter is the removal 

from the crude of salt which would otherwise be deposited in the 

tubes of the high temperature heat exchangers and the furnace. 

The desalter is usually electrical, an imposed voltage promoting 

coalescence of brine droplets which are formed on pre-mixing a 

small amount of water with the crude. The desalting temperature 

is usually 260-270°F. and this temperature requirement must be met 

in order to establish a satisfactory preheat system. 

A preflash drum is also shown in Figure I, represented with 

dotted lines to indicate its inclusion is less common than that of 

a desalter. The flash that occurs is defined by the input data to 

the model program. 



CHAPTER 2 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS AND COSTS 

The heat exchangers included in the preheat train of a 

crude distillation unit serve the dual purpose of removing heat 

from streams that must be cooled and of supplying the crude with 

the heat required for fractional distillation. The streams to be 

cooled are product streams and pump around streams. Pump around 

streams, which are sometimes called circulating reflux streams, 

are used to remove heat from the distillation column at tempera-

ture levels suitable for heating crude. A great deal of heat must 

be supplied to the crude to comply with the conditions required 

at the "flash zone" of the distillation column. Much of this 

heat must be supplied in a fired heater by burning fuel. Generally 

substantial savings of money can be effected by using exchangers 

to recover as much heat as possible from the product and pump 

around streams, thus reducing the amount of fired heat required. 

This not only reduces the amount of fired heat, but also the ex- 

tent of cooling with water and/or air. Besides the savings in 

fuel and water costs which result, the investment cost of the 

furnace and cooling equipment are both reduced. 

As previously indicated, reductions in utility costs 

effected by heat exchange are regarded as "savings". Figure 2 

gives yearly savings in utility costs per million BTU/hr. of 

heat exchanged. Both fuel costs and cooling water costs are in- 

cluded in these savings. Figure 2 is based on a similar chart 
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presented in an article by Whistler (3). To attain these savings, 

equipment costs must be incurred. Equipment costs include capital 

charges, or investment costs, which must cover not only the purchase 

price of the exchangers themselves, but the cost of associated 

piping, foundations, insulation, etc., as well as installation 

costs. Equipment maintenance expenses are also involved. These 

include cleaning costs as well as the cost of replacement parts, 

such as new exchanger tubes. After yearly gross savings and the 

investment costs have been calculated, the yearly net savings can 

be calculated by subtracting a fixed percentage of the investment 

cost, e.g., 20%, from the yearly gross savings. These are "before 

tax" savings. The "payout time" can be calculated by dividing 

equipment cost by savings. A payout time of from 2 to 3 years on 

a "before tax" basis is usually considered satisfactory. There- 

after, the net savings that result for the rest of the life of the 

equipment may be considered as "profit". Another way of evaluating 

the desirability of the exchanger installation in question is to 

divide the yearly savings by the investment cost, giving yearly 

return on investment as "per cent return" . A return of 30% or 

better before taxes is usually considered satisfactory. 

In determining how much heat from a hot stream should be 

exchanged with the crude stream entering an exchanger, a number 

of outlet temperature values can be assumed for the hot stream 

and the per cent return calculated for each case. The temperature 

difference between the hot stream leaving an exchanger and the 

cold stream (crude) entering it is called the "cold end" tempera- 

ture approach. Savings can be plotted against cold end approach 
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to give curves showing maximum savings at an optimum approach. 

Whistler (3) presents several such sets of curves, Figure 3 

illustrating a typical set. Fuel costs, incremental exchanger 

costs, and the exchanger heat transfer coefficient all affect the 

value of the optimum temperature approach. High annual fuel costs 

result in "closer" approaches if incremental exchanger costs and 

the heat transfer coefficient stay the same. Higher exchanger 

costs and/or a lower heat transfer coefficient result in a larger 

optimum temperature approach value for cases where the fuel cost 

remains the same. 

Typical yearly fuel cost values in $/year/MMBTU/Hr range 

from about 2000 to 4000. Gulf Coast fuel costs are usually rela-

tively low since natural gas is often available at low cost. East 

Coast fuel costs are generally at the higher end of the range. 

A typical value for the cost of water is $.02/1000 gallons which 

includes the cost of required equipment, including cooling tower 

and piping, as well as the cost of the power for pumping. In-

stalled cost of exchanger surface, $/sq. ft., will usually vary 

from as low as $6 to as high as $20. Heat transfer coefficients 

may vary from 30 - 75 BTU/hr/sq.ft./°F for the exchangers in a 

crude train. 

Average values of $10/sq.ft. for exchanger surface and 

50 BTU/hr/sq.ft./°F for the heat transfer Eoefficient can usually 

be used quite satisfactorily in determining the optimum tempera-

ture approach for all the exchangers in a crude preheat train. 

This is true because the hotter exchangers, which tend to have 

the higher heat transfer coefficients, and also tend to cost more 
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because they require more expensive materials. Higher fouling 

factors at hotter temperatures also tend to keep the heat transfer 

coefficient values from varying excessively. The "return" versus 

approach curves are relatively flat at approach values above the 

optimum, as is shown by Figure 3. Below the optimum approach the 

decline in yearly savings is quite abrupt, so it is better to use 

approaches slightly above, rather than below, the optimum. In-

spection of the above curves seems to indicate that the optimum 

approach will usually fall between 35 and 75. 

Happel (1) suggests "as a rule of thumb" starting with a 

value of 30°F when making calculations to determine an optimum 

exchange approach. While this may be all right as a starting 

point, it appears from Whistler's work that such a close approach 

would only be justified when fuel is quite expensive (about 

$.45/MMBTU/Hr heat absorbed or when exchanger surface is un-

usually cheap, in the order of $6/sq.ft. installed). 

In summary it appears from Whistler's article that an 

approach value of 40°F could safely be used if the cost of fuel 

is fairly high relative to the cost of exchanger surface, while 

a value of 50°F could be used when the cost of fuel is, again 

relatively, somewhat low. However, a more precise method of 

determining optimum approach is detailed in Chapter 3. Whether 

or not its use is justified will be determined by experience. 



CHAPTER 3 

OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE APPROACH 

Establishing the most economical preheat system for a crude 

unit is a matter of establishing the order in which the available 

streams should exchange their heat with the crude and of determin-

ing to what extent the streams (other than fixed-duty streams) 

should be cooled by the crude before undergoing further cooling 

in air or water coolers. 

Considering a system with only one heating stream, the in-

let temperatures of the hot and cold streams will be constants • 

with the outlet temperatures as variables (of course fixing 

either outlet temperature fixes the other). There will be an 

optimum outlet temperature for the hot stream which will result 

in the most profitable exchanger-cooler system from the standpoint 

of utility savings realized. This problem is dealt with in con- 

siderable detail by Happel (1) in his text book. He shows calcu-

lations for a number of base cases and presents results in tabular 

form. The most significant case is for "East Coast" utilities 

and for 1-2 multipass exchangers. Results for this case are given 

in Table I. Optimum approach temperature is the dependent vari-

able with R and D (see nomenclature) as the independent variables. 

The temperature approach values given are "hot end" approaches. 

This is somewhat inconvenient since approach is generally considered 

to refer to "cold end" approach. This is the "approach" used by 

Whistler and by Rappel himself in another chapter in his book 



TABLE I  

* OPTIMUM APPROACH (HOT END) = t1-T2, °F 

EAST COST UTILITIES 1-2 MULTI PASS EXCHANGER 

R WC = APPROXIMATE RATIO OF HOT FLUID TO CRUDE 
WC 

Dt
1
-T

1 
D .1  .25 .50 .75 1.0 2.0 4.o 6.o 10.0 

50 46 40 33 28 24 17 12 10 8 

too 91 79 64 53 45 28 18 13 11 

200 182 158 126 104 86 52 3o 22 17 

300 272 235 188 153 127 75 42 30 21 

40o 363 313 250 203 169 98 56 4o 28 

TABLE II  

* OPTIMUM APPROACH (COLD END) = t2-T1, °F 

EAST COAST UTILITIES 

R = = APPROXIMATE 
WC 

D=t
1
-T

1 

1-2 MULTI PASS EXCHANGER 

RATIO OF HOT FLUID TO CRUDE 

R 

D .1  .25 .50 .75 1.0 2.0 4.o 6.0 10.0 

50 10 10 16 21 24 34 41 43 46 

100 10 16 28 37 45 64 8o 86 91 

200 20 32 52 72 86 126 58 170 182 

300 20 40 76 104 127 187 235 255 272 

400 3o 52 too 137 169 249 314 340 363 

* "COLD" APPROACH = RD-D + "HOT" APPROACH 
R 

(See Nomenclature for Definition of Symbols) 

12 
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entitled, "Practical Rules of Thumb". There it says that as a 

first trial a 30°F difference between incoming hot stream and 

leaving cold stream may be employed. Table II has been prepared 

and included here for convenience. The results in Table II are 

the same as in Table I except that "cold end" approaches have 

been substituted for "hot end" approaches. 

Where there is a bank or train of exchangers, the problem 

of optimization is more complicated because the possible savings 

for each exchanger are affected by the exchangers which "follow 

it" in the train to further heat the crude. This problem is 

dealt with by Ten Broeck (2) who gives detailed calculations for 

the optimum outlet temperatures for each exchanger in a "bank" 

of three. A sample problem is solved in Appendix C to illustrate 

Ten Broeck's method. Reference to this problem indicates that 

only the exchangers which follow affect the savings for a parti-

cular exchanger. Both Ten Broeck and Happel use nomographs de-

veloped by Ten Broeck in calculating optimum temperatures. Refer 

to Figures 9 and 10 in Appendix C for nomographs to be used for 

multi-pass (1-2) exchangers and multi-pass (2-4) exchangers res-

pectively. 

In view of the above, one way to employ the model program 

for accurate results is to use Ten Broeck's method of obtaining 

optimum outlet temperatures for each exchanger in a train, using 

known utility and equipment costs. The calculated "cold-end" 

approach for each exchanger should then be entered with the other 

input data, and will be used in the heat transfer calculations. 

This appears to be the best way to approach true optimization 
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without unduly complicating the mathematical model. 

The simulation program itself could have been written to 

include an optimization procedure, but, in view of the large number 

of variables involved, and the complexity of their relationships, 

much simplification and approximation would have been necessary. 

The results obtained from such an over-simplified procedure could 

hardly have been considered optimum from a theoretical standpoint. 

If the Ten Broeck method of determining optimum temperatures 

is found to be too laborious, a "trial and error" method of attack 

can be employed. Several cases would be investigated, each with a 

separate set of estimated approach temperatures. Then, since the 

model gives values for the amount and cost of both exchanger and 

cooler surfaces, the case giving the best results in terms of per 

cent return on incremental investment would be selected as the 

design case. 

This trial and error approach should prove reasonably prac-

tical since, as shown in Figure 3, relatively little variation in 

savings occurs over a rather wide range of temperature approach 

values, as long as the approach value employed is above, rather 

than below, the "exact" optimum. Chapter 6, "Conclusions", gives 

results of a sample problem where three sets of approach values 

were used, with the same approach used throughout each set for 

each variable-duty exchanger in the preheat train. 



CHAPTER 4 

FIXED DUTY STREAMS 

A great deal of the material in Chapter 3 referred primar-

ily to variable-duty streams, such as the product streams from a 

distillation tower, which must be cooled to relatively low tem-

peratures before leaving the distillation unit area. Heat not 

transferred to crude by an exchanger must be removed in an air or 

water cooler. The temperature of the hot stream leaving the ex-

changer depends on the optimum approach which in turn depends on 

utility and equipment costs. Besides these variable-duty streams, 

fixed-duty streams also supply heat to crude. Pumparound streams 

(or circulating reflux streams) are important examples of this 

type. Both the amount of heat to be removed and the temperatures 

of the pumparound stream entering and leaving the heat exchanger 

are supplied as input data to the program. Sometimes, instead of 

the entire pumparound duty being transferred to crude, a trim 

cooler is incorporated in the pumparound circuit. The amount of 

trim cooling is a process rather than an economic consideration 

however,and the amount of pumparound heat to crude is still pre-

determined, even though it may not be 100% of the heat removed by 

circulating reflux. 

As to the nature of pumparound streams, they are used to 

remove heat from a crude distillation column. A certain amount 

of the heat entering the column with the partially vaporized feed 

must be removed at the top of the tower to satisfy fractionation 
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requirements. This heat may be removed by pumping back condensed 

overhead as reflux, or by circulating an externally cooled pump-

around stream over several of the tower trays to generate internal 

reflux. Figure 4 shows these two systems. Usually one or more 

additional pumparound systems are located farther down the column 

for the balance of the heat removal. 

The use of pumparound systems has two advantages. First, 

heat is made available at sufficiently high temperature levels to 

be advantageous for economically preheating crude. Second, the 

diameter of the tower need not be as large, if mid-pumparound heat 

removal is employed instead of letting all the heat flow up the 

tower to be removed by top reflux. 

A pumparound system usually is comprised of several heat 

transfer trays located immediately below a sidestream product 

drawoff tray, a pump for circulating liquid, and associated ex-

changersand/or coolers. While the primary function of these trays 

is the generation of internal reflux by direct heat transfer, they 

also afford a limited amount of fractionation. When a crude tower 

is being designed, the lower pumparound duties are established on 

the basis of removing as much heat as possible at as high a tem-

perature level as possible, while still allowing enough heat to 

pass up the tower to result in adequate fractionation between the 

product streams above. The amount of pumparound and the drawoff 

and return temperatures are selected to correspond to an integral 

number of pumparound trays within the column, usually two, three 

or four. As to temperatures, the pumparound stream should usually 

be withdrawn at a temperature approximately 30°F below the 
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temperature of the ascending vapor at the withdrawal point. The 

return temperature should be such as to give a good mean tempera_ 

ture difference for transferring heat to crude while at the same 

time satisfying the internal heat removal requirements. The 

system selected should result in minimum cost for heat transfer 

trays, external heat transfer surface and pump, with capitalized 

pumping costs included. 

If a t,op pumparound system is employed, it may well turn 

out to be the first preheat stream and to flow through the first 

exchanger in the train because of its relatively low temperature 

level. When a top pumparound system is not employed, the overhead 

condensing duty of the tower may be large. In such a case it may 

prove economical to employ a vapor heat exchanger to recover part 

of this heat by preheating crude. When using the model program, 

the duty for a vapor heat exchanger should be pre-established by 

the user. This is because the program relationships apply only 

to liquids, not to condensing vapors. 

Another type of stream that may sometimes require special 

treatment is a "residue" or tower bottoms stream. The temperature 

of such a stream leaving a tower is invariably high and if the 

quantity is fairly large, the amount of associated heat available 

for preheating the crude may be large. Because of the high tem-

perature, such a stream will usually flow through the last ex-

changer in a preheat train. Frequently, the residual stream 

leaving this last exchanger will still contain too much high tem- 

perature level heat to be "thrown" to water. In using "preheat" 

in such a situation, the procedure would be to calculate a duty 
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for the last exchanger based on a reasonably good estimate of the 

final preheat temperature to be achieved. This hot stream should 

then be treated as a pumparound or fixed duty stream when supply-

ing the necessary input data to "Preheat". The residue at the 

exit temperature from the "hot residue exchanger" should be 

entered as a separate variable duty stream. This stream will 

then transfer heat to the crude at a point in the train corres- 

ponding to the "Pseudo T" value calculated by the program. The 

program will also carry out all the necessary calculations in-

cluding the calculation of cooler surface, etc. Figure 5 shows 

a train with "hot" and "cold" residue exchangers. The figure also 

shows the crude from the "hot" residue exchanger flowing to a 

multi-pass heater. Most heaters, except small ones, are multi-

pass. Because of this, the crude should not be heated above its 

bubble point at the heater inlet pressure, -since instrumentation 

problems make it impractical to split a two-phase stream. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MODEL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The model program, entitled "Preheat", simulates a system 

.of heat exchangers preheating the feed to a crude distillation 

unit. Two types of system are simulated. The first of these, 

designated "single train", is represented physically in Figure 1 

of Chapter 1. Figure 6 gives a "heat picture", or thermal repre-

sentation, of such a single train system. 

The second type of system simulated is the split, or paral-

lel, train. This is represented by the heat picture in Figure 7. 

The split occurs after the crude flows from the desalter. The 

crude is divided into two equal parallel streams, each of which is 

then heated by an individual set of heating streams. The program 

selects the heating streams for each set in such a way that the 

two parallel streams receive approximately equal amounts of heat. 

The parallel trains are called the "A Train" and the "B Train" 

respectively. The heat loads for the "A" and "B" trains are re-

presented in Figure 7. 

The crude stream is not usually split upstream of the de_ 

salter, primarily because much of the heat absorbed up to that 

point is generally supplied by a low temperature, high heat capa-

city stream, for example an atmospheric top pumparound stream or 

an atmospheric tower overhead vapor stream. Such a stream can 

exchange heat efficiently with the whole crude stream. 

The heat pictures show how each variable-duty heat stream 
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exchanges heat with the crude until the specified temperature 

approach is reached. The pictures also show that more heat can 

be transferred from the heating streams to the crude as the heat-

temperature lines representing the heating streams tend to parallel 

the heat-temperature line (or curve) of the crude. This is not 

only true for individual exchangers, but applies to the relative 

arrangement of exchangers in a train as well. 

The model program may be considered to represent heat ex-

changer trains mathematically in much the same way that heat 

pictures, such as Figures 6 and 7, represent them graphically. 

The order in which the individual exchanger calculations are to 

be performed is determined by. the program. This corresponds to 

determining the order in which the exchangers should be arranged 

physically. Then the calculations corresponding to the transfer 

of heat are carried out, with the temperature rise of the crude 

being determined in each exchanger. In the case of the variable-

duty heating streams, the duty corresponding to the specified 

temperature approach (to crude) must be calculated, wThiA is not 

required for fixed-duty heating streams. 

Detailed information relative to preheat is given in 

Appendices A, B and C. Appendix A describes the program's features, 

defines its variables and gives detailed instructions for its use. 

Appendix B contains the statement list for the program and gives 

results for three sample problems. Appendix C covers the selec-

tion of economic temperature approach values by Ten Broeck's 

method. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

Some conclusions based on results obtained using "Preheat" 

are discussed in this chapter. More definite conclusions as to 

practical selection of economic temperature approach values and 

the type of preheat system to be employed, whether single or split 

train, can better be made after further use of the program. 

As to evaluation of an optimum temperature approach, com-

puter runs were made for a sample problem, corresponding to a 

single train system, using the same temperature approach value 

for each "variable duty" exchanger in each run. The data for 

this sample problem were essentially the same as for sample prob-

lems #1 and #2 in Appendix B. Three runs were made with the 

approach (or temperature difference) having values of 30, 40 and 

50°F. Comparative heat duties as well as fuel and equipment 

costs are shown in Table 3. The "total equivalent incremental 

equipment cost" listed in the table equals the incremental equip-

ment costs plus the incremental utility costs for a "payout" 

period of three years (before taxes). Incremental costs for the 

three cases were plotted versus temperature approach. The curve 

plotted in Figure 8 indicates that a 40° approach gives the lowest 

cost for the case investigated. The results in this example are 

not particularly sensitive to the value of the approach used for 

for the variable duty exchangers, due to the large amount of 

"fixed duty" heat associated with the pumparound streams in the 
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TABLE 3 

APPROACH ECONOMICS FOR SINGLE TRAIN EXCHANGERSYSTEM. 
OPTIMUM APPROACH IF SAME VALUE USED FOR ALL VARIABLE DUTY EXCHANGERS 

Exch. Duty MMBTU/Hr 

Incremental Exchanger Duty 

3o 

APPROACH °F 

4o 5o 

77.29 76.12 74.95 

MMBTU/Hr 2.34 1.17 0.0 

Incremental Heater Duty 
MMBTU/H r 

Incremental Fuel Cost for 

0.0 1.17 2.34 

3 years - $ 0.0 12,700 25,400 

Surface Cost - $ 334,000 314,800 249,600 

Incremental Heat Cost, 
$ $3.00/1000 BTU/Hr Capacity 0.0 4,700 9,400 

Total Equipment Cost, $ 334,000 319,500 309,000 

Incremental Equipment Cost, $ 

Total Equivalent Incremental 
Equipment Cost, $ (including 
3 yrs Fuel Cost) 

25,000 23,200 25,400 

25,000 23,200 25,400 

1) See Figure 8 for plot of results. 

2) Basis - 3 yrs. of fuel savings (before taxes) 

3 yrs Equiv. Fuel Cost 1.17 MM  x 0.33 $/MM x 3 yrs. 
.75 Effy 

x (8750 x .93) Hrs/Yr. 

$12,700 

NOTES: 
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preheat train. This will be true of many preheat trains. 

To further investigate the subject of temperature approach, 

two more computer runs were made for a single train exchanger 

system. The results appear as the output for sample problems #1 

and #2 in Appendix B. The arrangement of the exchangers in the 

train differed slightly from that on which the calculations of 

Table 3 were based. One run was made using a 40°F temperature 

approach for each variable duty exchanger. (sample problem #1 in 

Appendix B.) For the other computer run the temperature approaches 

used for the variable duty exchangers were 60°F, 50°F, 30°F and 

20°F, with the lower values being used for the hotter exchangers 

(Sample problem #2 in Appendix B). Comparative heat duties as 

well as fuel and equipment costs are shown in Table 4. 

it will be noted that the incremental cost for the "varied 

approach" case is less than for. the "40°F approach" case. However, 

the difference of approximately $2,000 is so small as to be almost 

insignificant, representing only about 0.6% of the total actual 

equipment cost. 

As to the economics of a split train system (following the 

desalter) versus a single train system, it has been thought that 

the split train system is more economical where large capacity 

crude units are involved. However, the results of sample problem 

#3 in Appendix B, as summarized in Table 5, show a yearly return 

of but 7% on the incremental investment required for the split 

train system. Use of a split train system is certainly not justi-

fied for the case on which thissample problem was based. The crude 
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TABLE 4  

APPROACH ECONOMICS FOR SINGLE TRAIN EXCHANGER SYSTEM 

COMMON APPROACH VALUE VS. VARIED APPROACH VALUES 
FOR VARIABLE-DUTY EXCHANGERS 

Single 
Value 
40°F 

Varied 
Values 

60-20°F 

Exch. Duty, MM BTU/Hr 73.2 73.5 

Incr. Exch. Duty, MM BTU/Hr 0 0.3 

Incr. Heater Duty, MM BTU/Hr 2.9 2.6 

Incr. Fuel Cost for 3 yrs, $ 31,300 28,100 

Surface Cost, $ 11,600 10,400 

Incremental Heat Cost, $, 
@ $3.0/1000 BTU/Hr Capacity 248,930 251,220 

Total Equipment Cost, $ 260,530 261,620 

Incremental Equip. Cost, $ 0 1,090 

Total "Equivalent" Incremental 
Equip. Cost (Includes 3 yrs Fuel 31,300 29,190 

Cost) 

NOTES: 1) Basis: - 3 yrs Fuel Savings (Before Taxes) 

3 yr. Equiv. Fuel Cost = 1.17 x 0.33 $IMM x 3 yrs 
0.75 Effy 

x (8750 x .93) Hrs/Yr = $12,700 
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unit in this case was a large one and the low return on invest-

ment raises considerable doubt as to whether many cases will 

arise in which a split train system would be justified. 



TABLE 5 

ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF SINGLE TRAIN 
VS. SPLIT TRAIN PREHEAT EXCHANGER SYSTEMS 

31 

Single Train 
System 

Split Train 
System 

Exch. Duty MMBTU/Hr 

Incr. Htr. Duty, MMBTU/Hr 

305.11 

1.89 

307.0 

0.0 

Exch. Cost, $ 931,400 1,035,500 

Cool Cost, $ 224,200 224,200 

Total Surf Cost, $ 1,155,600 1,259,700 

Yearly Savings @ HT Value of $0.33/MM BTU/Hr. 

Heat to Oil: 

1.89 MM BTU/Hr. x $0.44/MM Ht. x 8250 Hrs/Yr. = $6,800/yr. 
Fired 

% Annual Return on Incremental Equip. Investment: 

$1,259,700 - $1,155,600 = $98,100 

$6800/$98,100 = 7.0% 



APPENDIX A  

I. Program Features 

2. Program Variables 

3. Program Instructions 
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APPENDIX A 

1. Program Features  

Some of the principal features of the program are enumerated 

and explained below. 

a.  Array of Heat Streams  

Input and output data for the program are conveniently 

stored and handled in the form of an array. The various heat 

streams correspond to the columns of the array and there are 

fourteen of them. The various characteristics of each stream, or 

the calculated values for that stream, correspond to the rows of 

the array. There are eighteen of these rows. Thus, the subscripted 

variable HTSTR (I, J) represents any input or output value related 

to any of the preheat streams, where I can have any value from 1 

to 18 and J any value from 1 to 14. For example, HTSTR (4, 4) 

would designate the °API of preheat stream #4. 

The array is first printed to show input data: The streams 

have been rearranged at this point in ascending order of their 

"Pseudo T's". Other array positions not containing input data 

show "0.0" at this point. After the preheat calculations have 

been carried out and the significant results have been stored in 

their proper positions, the array is again printed, this time 

showing not only the input data but all the pertinent output data 

as well. Of course provision had to be made for the fact that in 

some cases there will be more output streams than input streams. 

This happens, for example, when one of the heating streams must 

be split into hot and cold streams to bring the crude to the re- 
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quired desalting temperature. The lower temperature stream heats 

the crude to its desalting temperature, while the higher tempera-

ture stream exchanges heat with the crude leaving the desalter. 

b. Rearrangement of Heat Streams  

Heat streams need not be arranged in any particular order 

when being submitted as input. The program will rearrange the 

heat streams in the proper order in accordance with their "heat 

transfer potential" called "Pseudo T" and defined by formula in 

the list of Program Variables. This formula is somewhat empirical 

but appears to give satisfactory results. However, a variable has 

been included in the program which permits the formula to be 

"adjusted". For further flexibility, provision has been made so 

that heat streams can be submitted in any desired order and not 

be rearranged, i.e. the preheat calculations will be carried out 

with the heating streams supplying heat to the crude in predeter-

mined sequence. This feature might be desirable if, for example, 

the amount of heat available from one stream, say the crude residue, 

were large, and it was decided to "split" the duty between two 

exchangers, the high temperature exchanger presumably being the 

last in the train, and the low temperature exchanger located at 

any desired point in the train but at a lower crude temperature 

level. 

c. Suitability to Crude Unit Preheat  

While the program could quite easily be adapted to other 

types of preheat systems, it is specifically intended for a crude 

distillation unit. Crude units almost always include an electro-

lytic desalter as discussed in Chapter I. The desalting process 
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should take place at a rather specific temperature, related to the 

nature of the crude but usually approximating 260°F. The program 

takes this problem into account and proportions the heat exchanger 

duties so that the required desalting temperature is obtained be-

tween exchangers. The program also assures that the duties of the 

exchangers immediately upstream and downstream of the desalter are 

of suitable magnitude, that is not too small to be practical. A 

crude temperature rise requirement of at least 10°F provides for 

this. Furthermore, the program provides for the fact that a tem-

perature drop occurs when the crude flows through the desalter. 

The temperature to the next exchanger is 5-10°F lower than that 

from the preceding exchanger. Quite often a flash drum is in-

cluded in a preheat train, sometimes in addition to, and sometimes 

instead of, a desalter. The quantity and temperature of the crude 

will usually change when flowing through a flash drum and the pro-

gram is also sufficiently versatile to take this into account. 

d. Types of Preheat Streams  

There are two principal types of preheat streams. Side-

streams withdrawn from the tower exchange heat with the crude in 

the order of their heat transfer potential, and down to a tempera-

ture corresponding to an "economic" cold end approach. This tem-

perature approach is a function of fuel cost, exchanger cost, etc. 

and is to some extent related to the heat transfer characteristics 

of the other streams from which heat may be transferred. Usually, 

however, this optimum approach is fairly constant over a consider-

able range in the value of the above factors. A value of 40°F is 
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frequently satisfactory in cases where fuel and exchanger costs 

are "normal". Streams of this first type may be designated 

"variable duty" streams. 

Streams of the second type may be designated "fixed duty" 

streams. Tower pumparound streams are the principal examples of 

this type of stream. For such streams, outlet exchanger tempera-

tures and heat duties are supplied to the program as input data, 

rather than calculated as with product streams. If, as is some-

times the case, a vapor heat exchanger is used to preheat crude, 

it should be treated as a pumparound stream, and a "I" should be 

placed in the proper position to designate it as such. 

e. Parallel Trains  

When dealing with small or medium sized crude units, all 

the exchangers providing heat to the crude are usually arranged 

in series for the sake of simplicity and to avoid inclusion of 

exchangers that might be somewhat too small to be economical. 

When dealing with large units however, say 100,000 BPSD (barrels 

per stream day) or more, it has been found advantageous to split 

the crude into two parallel streams immediately downstream of the 

desalter. This arrangement makes it possible to preheat the crude 

to higher temperatures than would otherwise be possible. The pro-

gram makes provision for this. The program user can specify that 

the calculations be performed and results printed for a single 

train system only; or he can specify the run be made for a parallel 

train system. In the latter case, not only will the single train 

calculations be performed and printed, but the program will con-

tinue on through the calculations for a system with parallel trains 
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of exchangers downstream of the desalter (trains "A" and "B"). 

The results for both systems will be printed and comparison can 

be made of the final preheat temperatures, amounts of exchanger 

and cooler surface, and the relative costs of such surface. 

f. Temperature Approach  

An individual value for "cold end" temperature approach 

must be entered for each variable duty heating stream. The need 

for achieving an optimum preheat system made it seem advisable to 

make provision for using "varied" approach values. 

g. Subroutine "SPHT" 

A subroutine entitled "SPHT", is incorporated in the program. 

Every time a heat exchanger duty, cooler duty, or change in temper-

ature is calculated, a specific heat value must be employed that 

is correct for the particular temperature range involved. The 

subroutine calculates the specific heat value as a function of 

temperature and the °API of the fluid undergoing the temperature 

change. There are three cases for which the subroutine must deter-

mine a specific heat value. The simplest is when two temperatures 

are known and can be given as arguments, along with the °API of 

the liquid. The second is when the heat duty and the hotter tem-

perature, along with the °API, are the arguments. The third is 

when the duty and colder temperature (again with the °API) are 

the arguments. For the latter two cases, the subroutine performs 

a trial and error type of calculation, in which the second trial 

gives a sufficiently accurate specific heat value. In the first 

case, with both temperatures known, the specific heat can be 

calculated directly. 
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APPEND IX A 

2. Program Variables  

The variables used in "Preheat" are defined as follows: 

HTSTR (I, J) - This array is used for storing input and 

output data associated with the various streams available for 

preheating crude. "J" represents a particular preheat stream 

while "I" represents either an input value or a calculated value 

for that stream. "J" can be any number from 1 to N, where N is 

the value read into the computer representing the number of heat 

streams. "I" is any of 18 values associated with each stream, 

either as input or calculated. The various "I" variables are as 

follows: 

HTSTR J) ) 
) 

Stream Name, alpha meric 
3 words totalling 10 

HTSTR (2,  J) ) 
) 

characters used for 
each name 

HTSTR (3,  4 

HTSTR (4,  0 Specific gravity as °API 

HTSTR (5,  J) quantity of heat stream, lbs/hr. 

HTSTR (6,  J) inlet (hot) stream temp., °F. 

HTSTR (7,  J) temp. of stream from "system", °F. 

HTSTR (8,  J) either "0" or "I". If a "I" is entered 

then the stream is a pumparound stream with a fixed amount of heat 

to be transferred. If a "0" is entered, then the stream is not a 

pumparound and the amount of heat to be exchanged must be calcu-

lated, primarily as a function of the "cold end" 'temperature 

approach to the crude entering the heat exchanger. 
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HTSTR (9, J) Exchanger Duty - BTU/hr. 

HTSTR (10, J) - Temperature of heating stream from 

exchanger, °F: 

HTSTR (11, J) - Temperature of crude leaving exchanger 

"J", °F. 

HTSTR (12, J) - Cooler duty, BTU/hr. 

HTSTR (13, J) - Pseudo, T, °F. 

- Pseudo T is the name given to an empirical 

function that is regarded as indicative of the heat transfer poten- 

tial of a heating stream. The program causes the streams to be 

rearranged, in ascending order, in accordance with the calculated 

Pseudo T values, before the preheat calculation proceeds. The 

Fortran formula employed is: 

HTSTR (13, J) = HTSTR (6, 4 - (FACT*CRLB/HTSTR (5, J) or 

Pseudo T= t 1 - (FACT x W) 
w 

The value recommended for the factor employed (FACT) is 

10.0. If experience should indicate it to be desirable, a differ-

ent factor can be introduced as input data to alter the order in 

which the streams exchange heat with the crude. 

HTSTR (14,  J) Exchanger heat transfer surface, sq.ft. 

HTSTR (15,  J) cooler heat transfer surface, sq.ft. 

HTSTR (16,  J) Exchanger Cost, $ 

HTSTR (17,  J) Cooler Cost $ 

HTSTR (18,  J) "Approach" - The "cold end" temperature 

approach to be used for the heating stream. No value is entered 

for a pumparound stream. 
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N - number of heating streams. 

MODE - either "1" or "2" must be read into MODE. If 11111
, 

 

calculations are made on a single train arrangement only. If "2", 

the calculations are first made for a single train and then for a 

parallel train arrangement so the results can be compared. 

IFFL - either "1" or "0" must be entered under IFFL. If 

"1", the presence of a flash drum in the train is indicated and 

the quantity of flashed crude leaving the flash drum and its tem- 

perature and specific gravity must be included as input data. If 

"0", there is to be no flash drum and consequently no flashed 

crude data is provided as input. 

NOAR - either "1" or "0" must be read into "NOAR". If 

"NOAR" is 0 (considered the more usual case) the streams will be 

rearranged in order of ascending "Pseudo T" values. If "NOAR" 

is "1", the heat streams will not be arranged in ascending order 

in accordance with their "Pseudo T" values, but remain in the pre-

determined order in which their data is read into the array 

"HTSTR". 

CRAPI - specific gravity of crude, °API. 

CRLB - quantity of crude, lbs/hr. 

CRTIN - temperature of crude to unit, ° F. 

TW1 —temperature of cooling water to users, °F. 

TW2 - temperature of cooling water from coolers, °F. 

FCRAPI specific gravity of flashed crude, °F. 

FCRLB - quantity of flashed crude, lbs/hr. 

FCRTIN temperature of crude from flash drum, °F. 

DESALT temperature of crude to desalter, °F. 
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TTOL - temperature tolerance, or allowable deviation from 

prespecified value of desalting temperature, °F. 

FUCOST - cost of fuel, $/MM BTU/hr. 

ACOST - average cost of exchanger (and cooler) surface, 

$/sq.ft. 

UAV - average heat transfer coefficient for exchangers, 

and coolers. 

PAYRS number of years allowed for "paying off" an invest-

ment, years. 

DROP - drop in crude temperature from desalter inlet to 

outlet, °F. 

ECAP - economic "cold end" temperature approach between 

heating stream leaving and exchanger and crude entering the ex-

changer, °F. 

CP specific heat, BTU/lb/°F. 

DELT temperature difference, °F. 

NB number of exchangers before desalter. 

NAFT the number of the first exchanger after the de- 

salter. NAFT will equal NB + 1. 

MAFT - number of exchangers following desalter in single 

train. 

NEWN - number of heating stream after split at desalter 

and/or after division a large heating stream into 2 parallel 

streams with parallel trains. 

FACT - factor to be employed in formula for calculating 

"Pseudo T". 
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XMTD - log mean temperature difference for exchanger or 

cooler, °F. 

DELTH - hot end temperature difference for exchanger or 

cooler, °F. 

DELTC cold end temperature difference for exchanger or 

cooler, °F. 

SPLIT - "split" is to contain "1" if a stream is split to 

provide heat downstream as well as upstream of desalter. "0" in 

split means no such "split" occurs. 

SUM 9 - sum of exchanger duties, BTU/hr. 

SUM 14 - sum of exchanger surfaces, sq. ft. 

SUM 15 - sum of cooler surfaces, sq. ft. 

SUM 16 sum of exchanger costs, $ 

SUM 17 - sum of cooler costs, $ 

A(1,4 - A train array (1st parallel train). 

B(I,J) - B train array (2nd parallel train). 

SUMA sum of heat duties of A train exchangers. 

SUMB - sum of heat duties of B train exchangers. 

DIF DIF = SUMA - SUMB. 

RISE increase in temperature of crude in exchangers. 

NAT number of 'exchangers in A train. 

NBT - number of exchangers in B train. 

HAFCR quantity of crude lbs/hr. thru each of Trains A 6. B. 

SALT temperature from desaiter (DESALT - DROP). 



Subroutine Variables  

Ti high temperature 

T2 lower temperature 

Q duty, BTU/hr. 

XLB stream quantity, lbs/hr. 

COUNT - number of iterations (0 to 1). 

API - Specific gravity, °API. 

43 
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APPENDIX A 

3. Program Instructions  

Data cards must be prepared and placed in back of the pro-

gram deck in the usual manner. As discussed under "Features", 

the input data associated with the heating streams and all the 

results considered significant for output are stored in the array 

named HTSTR (I, J) where variable "J" represents the streams pro-

viding heat to the crude and variable "I" represents values asso-

ciated with the stream. "I" may represent a property such as °API 

or the quantity in lbs/hr.; or it may represent a calculated result 

such as the temperature of crude from the exchanger or the duty of 

the exchanger corresponding to the heat stream. The other input 

data to be provided is specified in the description of the indivi-

dual cards which follows: 

Data Card 1 - "Integers"  

All the variable values for this card must be entered as 

integers, right justified. 

Columns Variable Name  

1 - 2 N, number of heating streams entered here. 

3 - 4 MODE - enter "1" for a single stream exchanger 

system and "2" if both a single stream arrange-

ment and a parallel stream arrangement are 

desired. 

5 - 6 IFFL - enter "1" if a flash drum is to be 

included at some point in the heat exchanger 

train and "0" if no such drum is included. 
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Columns Variable Name  

NOAR - enter 111 11 if the heating streams are 

to remain in the order in which they are 

entered on the input data card and "0" if 

(as would be usual) the program is to re-

arrange the streams in ascending order of 

their "Pseudo T's". 

Data Card 2 - Crude Data 

All the 

(floating point). 

Columns 

variable values punched on this card as to decimals 

Variable Name 

1 - 10 CRAPI - specific gravity of crude, °API. 

11 - 20 CRLB - quantity of crude, lbs/hr. 

21 - 30 CRTIN - inlet crude temperature, °F. 

31 - 40 TWI - inlet water temperature, °F. 

41 - 50 TW2 - exit water temperature, °F. 

51 - 60 FCRAP I - specific gravity of flashed crude 

(if flash drum included), °API. 

61 - 70 FCRLB - quantity of flashed crude, lbs/hr. 

71 - 80 FCRTIN- temperature of flashed crude, °F. 

Data Card 3 - Miscellaneous Data 

Enter these variable values as decimals. 

Column Variable Name  

1 - 10 DESALT - desalting temperature, °F. 

11 - 20 TTOL - allowable deviation from desalting. 

temperature (+ or -) , °F. 
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Columns Variable Name 

- cost of fuel, $/MM BTU. 

- temperature drop of crude in flowing 

through desalter, °F. 

average heat transfer coefficient for 

exchangers and coolers, BTU/hr/°F./ft.sq. 

number of years for investment "payback" 

Cost of exchanger and cooler surf, 

$/ft. sq. 

economic exchanger "cold end" tempera-

ture approach, °F (may or may not be 

entered). 

Data Card 4 - Factor  

Enter this variable as a decimal number in columns 1-10 

of this card. 

The usual value is 10.0.FACT is used by the program in the 

calculation of "Pseudo T" values for each heating stream. 

Data Cards 5 and 6 - Stream Names- HTSTR (1-3, J) 

Stream names are to be entered alphamerically in columns 

1-10, 11-20, etc. 

Two cards must be included even though the second may be 

blank. 

Data Cards 7 thru 2N + 6 - Input Data for Heating Streams  

(N above equals the number of heating streams). 

Enter this data as decimals. Two cards must be included 

for each stream even if the second is a blank. 

21 - 30 FUCOST 

31 - 40 DROP 

41 - 50 UAV 

51 - 60 PAYRS 

61 - 70 ACOST 

71 - 80 ECAP 
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1st Card  

Columns Variable Name  

1 - 10 HTSTR (4, J) - specific gravity of heating 

stream, °API. 

11 - 20 HTSTR (5, J) - quantity of heating stream, 

lbs/hr. 

21 - 30 HTSTR (6, J) - inlet temperature of heating 

stream, °F. 

31 - 40 HTSTR (7, J) - temperature of heating stream 

leaving cooler, °F. (enter "0" if stream is 

a pumparound stream). 

41 -  50 HTSTR (8, J) - enter "1" if stream is a pump-

around stream (with "fixed" duty). Enter a 

"0" otherwise. 

51 - 60 HTSTR (9, J) - enter duty, BTU/Hr, if stream 

is a pumparound stream. Otherwise leave blank. 

61 - 70 HTSTR (10, J) - Enter temperature of stream 

leaving exchanger in case of a pumparound (fixed 

duty) stream. Otherwise leave blank. 

71 - 80 To be left blank. 

2nd Card  

1 - 60 To be left blank. 

61 -  70 HTSTR (18, J) - leave blank if the stream is a 

pumparound (fixed duty) stream. Otherwise enter 

the "cold end" temperature approach for the ex-

changer. 
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Column Variable Name  

71 - 80 To be left blank. 

Data Cards 2N + 7 thru 34  

Include enough blank cards to bring the total number of 

data cards to 34. This will introduce "0.0's" into the array in 

the positions where no stream values would otherwise be introduced, 

which is desirable when the array is written out. 

Sample Input  

The data input form which follows is included as an example 

only. The data shown corresponds generally to the input data for 

sample problems #1 and #2 included in Appendix B. 

Output  

Input data printed on the first output page for convenience 

includes data on the crude stream and on the flashed crude stream, 

if flashing occurs. Other data used on heat balances and economic 

calculations, such as desalting temperature, cooling water tempera-

tures, fuel cost, etc., are also printed. 

On the second page is printed the heating stream array 

showing all the input data provided relative to these streams. 

The streams appear as rearranged in order of ascending "Pseudo T" 

values rather than in the order in which they were "read in" 

(unless NOAR = 1, in which case no rearrangement occurs). 

The heating stream array for a single train arrangement is 

always printed on the third output sheet. The order of the streams 

will be the same as on the preceding sheet, but it will be observed 

that calculated values for each stream, such as exchanger duty, 

cooler duty, etc., now appear in place of the previously printed 
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"0" values. The calculated temperature of the crude leaving each 

exchanger in the train is also printed. 

It should be noted that the streams are identified as 

pumparound streams if a "1" appears in row "PA?". Calculated 

values of "Pseudo T" are also printed. 

In the event the programmed calculations result in the 

splitting of one of the heating streams into a cold stream and 

hot stream, to achieve the required desalted temperature, the two 

streams are printed in sequence. The temperature of the crude from 

the "cold" stream represents the temperature to the desalter 

(DESALT). The "hot" stream will heat the crude further in the 

stream immediately following the desalter (or following a flash 

drum should one be included in the system). Below the single train 

heat stream array are printed totals for the combined exchanger 

duties, exchanger surfaces, cooler surface, etc., for the entire 

single train arrangement. 

If operating MODE '1" was specified in the input data, then 

only the single train calculations are made and this third sheet 

will be the last sheet of output data. 

Fourth and fifth output sheets are printed if the program 

proceeds according to MODE "2". In this case, after the single 

train crude preheat calculations have been completed and printed, 

the program continues on to perform calculations for a "split" 

train. The crude stream leaving the desalter is split in half. 

If the duty of any of the heating streams is found to be large 

(i.e. sufficiently large to heat the crude as much as 60°F), that 
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stream also is split in half to give two heating streams. The re-

sulting heating streams are arranged in order of their "Pseudo .1" 

values in the heat stream array. Next, the heat streams are 

arranged in two "parallel" arrays called "A" and "B". Array "A" 

Will thus be comprised of alternate streams from the HTSTR array, 

starting with the first heat stream after the desalter and contin-

uing on through the array, using the 3rd, 5th, etc. streams after 

the desalter. Array "B" will similarly be comprised of the 2nd, 

4th, etc. streams after the desalter. After the calculations to 

preheat the two (half quantity) crude streams have been performed, 

using the heating streams in array, "A" and "B" respectively, 

the amount of heat transferred is summed up for each of the trains 

and the sum compared. If the totals differ by more than the 

amount of the last exchanger duty of the array with the higher duty 

summation, then that stream is transferred to the other array to 

make the two summations nearly equal. 

On the fourth output sheet, the heat streams preceding the 

desalter are printed out, for convenience, with all their input. 

and calculated values appearing. On the fifth output sheet are 

printed the newly formed "A" train and 116111 train arrays. In addi-

tion, values for the total exchanger duty, total exchanger and 

cooler surfaces, and total exchanger and cooler costs which have 

been calculated by the program, are also printed out for ease of 

comparison with the corresponding values for the previously calcu-

lated single train arrangement. 
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APPENDIX B 

1. Program Statement List for "Preheat". All the statements 

comprising the main program and for Subroutine "SPHT" are 

listed. Comment cards are included to aid in following and 

using the programs. 

2. Explanation of Output for Sample Problems. 

3. Output for Sample Problem #1. Single train System with 40°F 

approach for variable duty exchangers. 

4. Output for Sample Problem #2. Single train system with varied 

temperature approach values for variable duty Exchangers. 

5. Output for Sample Problem #3. Single 'train and split train 

systems with 40°F approach for variable duty exchangers. 



FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE = 71011 12/20/24 PAGE 0001 

0001 DIMENSION HTSTRII9,14I 
•77---0002 D IPENSTUN-ATT 

0003 CIMENSION 8(19971 
HEAUCT ITiiTMOUE, Ittl.NUAti 

0005 1 FORMAT(4I2) 
000a ittA01,)11.KAPIO.ALOWil NIINLISW gr MAY t LU, 
0007 5 FORmATI8F10.01 
0008 E D110 MALI. UL t rULUI,A UblgUAV,FATK 'UK Pg AP 

0G09 READ(1,5)FACT 
E-ACrtl-all-tHISTR-11-• J I, I =1 • • • 

0011 2 FORmATI8I2A4,A21/6(2A4,A2II 
- --"0012 rAD11,41-101IST7tT .1- tivit.1 t14 

0013 4 FORmATt8F10.0/8F10.01 
- 6014 holreirrro,  

0015 105 FORmATI.1.//55WOUTPUT SHEET 1'//55X,'MISC. INPUT DATA'/) 
C010 r, K f Ten-I-MICR APTTCRCOTCRrIN  
0017 106 FORMATI3XOCRUDE DATA9 1 5X0API=0.F4.1,5XOLBS/HR=IIF10.0,5X, 

-NTEmP=-1, 0-97-0/ • 
0018 6RITE(3,107IFCRAPI,FCRL8•FCRTIN 

-0019 101 IIRMAtrrt 0 4-ft-weRUDE-17ter-A-9-0X-reAP-1=4-if • • • • • • 
15X0IN TEMP2,1F4.0/I 

0020 trTE13,104)0ESAMTrolriAtUSITUAVTDRUP  
0021 104 FORMATI3X, °TEMP TO DESALTER= 1,F4•095XOTEMP TOL." rF4•195X, 

SURr-0011-=.7r9-wr1 tr.11AY=4TF-97til7CTnifittitw-TtMP • • 
C WRITE OUTPUT SHEET 1 SHOWING MISCELLANEOUS INPUT DATA 

0022 wRITEt3i1311 NimODE,IPPtiNDAR-FrortviwtirtAle.  
0023 131 FORMATI3XON=0 1I215x0MODE=0 112•51WIFFL=1 142,5XONOAR=1.1215X, 

1 TW1=-:-/-Itt-075V4* T-W-21:7,7-F-470751tT,F*Cr=-• •P4.  
C CALC PSEUDO T FOR EACH STRM 

00-11-1-1,N 
6 HTSTRI13,J1=HTSTRI6,JI-IFACT*CRL8/HTSTRI5IJII 
0tMENStON-TEMPI-191  
IFINCARI113•112•113 

At GE TmS-1N-ORDER-Cf-tICENDING-PIEU0O T 'S  
0028 112 M=N-1 
0029  -61.-J=1•M •  
0030 L=J+I 

D-01-11-x=t,  
0032 IFIHTSTRI13,JI-HTSTRI131K118.80 

0034 TEMPIII=HTSTRII,JI 
0035 STITRII-11/=tatTRII,K1  
0036 9 PTSTRII I NI=TEMPIII 
0037 8 ONIINUt  

C WRITE REARRANGED HTSTR ARRAY WITH INPUT DATA AS OUTPUT SHEET 2 
0038 }'L3 K-tttN0t7TN I  
0039 WRITE(3,108) 

•  

0024  
. 0025 

cote  
0027 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE a 71011 12/20/24 PAGE 0002 

URI TEI3•40) 
IIIR11111-7-43 ttftTSIRttithlirtTltilral. 

-111 WRITE(1,45) • 
WRI7E13041rttH1-51RligltrtaiiitilatiM/  
WRITE(3,41MHTSTRII,J/rJa8.14/0104,18I 

40 PORMAT-155W-SIAtte-1R-AtN4-ti301(-1-41411.0*14-211-1-0X-e-S4-riex-0-40T 
110X051 ,10X0641 ,10X070/1 

49-ftRMAT15.XtoNAME401-1-9Xat3Mtlt  
45 FORMATI55XOSINGLE TRAIN CONTOW27X081 ,10X,19',10X0106, 

f 0041  
:17-7-7004 
• 0043 . hRITE13,41/11HTSTR(ItJ)10=11K1t1=4,181 

pft.itt10,110,11  
0045. 

r1 0-7--.046 
'0047 

0050. 
0X-01-1-61-10X74-1.2°-itOXy+t3't1ette-140-1  

C EXCHS BEFORE DESALT 
e-etrecx -WHET HER--THe-CRUDE-IEMP-FROM-f ACH-SUCG-E-5-511/E---EXCHANG 
C INC TEMP (WITHIN THE ALLOWABLE TOLERANCE/ 

110 F I HTS1Rill tillOrtOrt-1  
0052 10 hTSTR(10s1)=CRTIN+ETSTR(18,11 

4.......•^-.-0053 CALL O,eCP)  
1 . 0054 HISTRI9tIlliHTSTR(5,11*CP*IHTSTRI6t1/..HTSTRI100111 • 
1--*---e0 --4+-C-Oct-L-S-Pl+TICRAPITO-rt-C-R-T-INTHT-S-TRI-94-1-1-KRLI/TCP ' 

0656 DELT=HTSTR19,1I/ICP*CRLBI 
H--'1505 TSTR(11(11.1.0RUIN+DetT  

C058 J=2 
1*--005.9 112-#=4-1  
1 0060 ' IFIMSTR(8,J)113,13,14 
!------0061 13 IITSTRi-t0•01-=HTS1R1-1-11A1-4.HTSfRfterdi  
i 0062 CALL SPUTIHTSTRI41J1tHTSTR(6,J1tHTSTR110tJ1t0tt0ttCP) 
F---006 TSTRIg- rit=MTSTRI5f414CP4IHTSTRI6rdtwH1STRitOTtl  

co'  

OVAL5-4HE D.E-5-AtT  

0064 14 CALL SPHTICRAPItOttHTSTRI11tet/tHTSTRI9tJleCRLB,CP/ 
1-----0065  -EfeT=HTSTR-C4r41/10f*ORL111  

1 
0066 T• :HTSTR111,J1=HTSTRIlleK1.DEL 
0067   HTS-Tit-fttri-1--DESAtift5r17e1-7  

i 0068 15 IFIHTSTR1111.11+10e-DESALT116,10,18 
C069 :jai  

.t. C070 • GO TO 12 
i-----007 PFCHTSTR 1 i4vaetSALT-1-1/Tiatir  
i .0072 19 KB=J 
r1C073 NAFTaJ+1  

C074 AEWN=N+1 
0015 ISTR11111)=0ESAL  
C076. CALL SPHTICRAPItHTSTRI11eK1e0ESALTO.tOttCP1 

C IF ' N-'114E-C-RUDE-TEHP-FRON-T-HE-ORIGINAL—EXCHS-r-E-XC-EEDS-DESAL-Tt. H-DOES--50 BY  
C.PORE THAN THE ALLOWABLE TOLERANCEtTHEN THE HEATING STRM WHICH PRODUCES THE 

T-tMP IS SPLIT-INHI-TWO-HEATiNG-75TREAMS  
C077 

--0078  
0079 
0000 

 

• ZUTY1=1DESALI -HTSTR(110(11*CRLI1*CP 
f2•eHT:54* I 40-)  

  

   

 

HTSTRI9t AxOUTY1 
CALL SPHTIHTS711 .t • 

 

  



DELT=HTSTRI9.NAFTI/ICP*FCRL8) 
HTSTRILL,NAFTI-FCRTFN+OELT  

1 ' 0120 

0106 • NEVIN=N 
t)-7-"-•',"--7:---SPt I T=0.  

0109 ' . 23: SALT=DESALT-DROP 
•C trHTHE cituot-fl-Nor-rrAsiteoTrtsEN-Itie-cRope PROPeRfteT1MIWNSTReAM7-0E-1ME  
C REsnrot ARE MADE THE SAME AS UPSTREAM. 

110. IPtIFFLI 24.24,25  
0111. 24 FCRL8=CRL8 
OL1 FCRTIM=SAti  
C113 FCRAPI=CRAPI 

. CRP-PREHEAT-e* FUR 1S-7-Aff-CR-DCS-AtifR.  
0114 . .25 IFISPLITI26.26.27 

i------011 . 26 J=NAFT  
I. 0116 
]x----0.117  
i 0118 
l .-,----e 

C108 : CO TO 23 
C A0/UST-CRUDE-TEMP-fft-ITROP-THAt-eCCURS-111-filit-OESAMR.  

HTSTR110.JI=FCRTIN4HTSTR(1.8.4) 
AW-SPHttftt5litt4ydtcHT-ST-RttriltilittfRi10T-1110., 11.4,1 

. HTSTRI9.JI=HTSTRI5.JI*CP*(HTSTR(6.JI-HTSTRI1014)) 
7 CAtt-SP1tFffCRAP-UverrFCRTIN.HTSTAt9yNAFTilfCRL-01.0•1  

. . ' 
..,...:.:.:4',:',.a.Zeti4V4s.iriX1414Lk:e.i,thketasielaYeadoebee...undemelifolaireeirieoakieeidemaxeme.:444 4/3kieLYA411:GWenteljets/eA.........,...m.. • 

FORTRAN.IV.G. LEVEL. 18 - MAIN DATE 71011 12/20/24 PAGE 0003, 

0081 0ELT=HTSTRI91J1/(CP*HTSTR(5.J1) 
r.--7-0Uor • STORE=HTSTR'i'6,J)  
I ooe3 •HTSTRI6.J1=HTSTRI10.J1•DELT 

C IN SE J OF biREITM AP L tK utS R mY uNt TO MAKE-ROOM-IN -ARRAY-FOR-7Ht 
• C ADDITIONAL HEATING STREAM RESULTING FROM THE SPLIT. 

. PAFT*N -ND 
C085 
‘08D 

. 0087 
— 0088  

C089 
VITT StRA 

0094 - • HTSTRIA.LI=STORE 
'00S 6 rsrmr.trzo.  

1 . 0091  
C096 HTSTRI8.11=HTSTRI8.J1 

IIIRt9TO=DUTY2  
HTSTRI10.LI=HTSTRI6IJI 0098 

17----0099 t..0-22-1-=t2717-  
• C100 22 HTSTRII.L1=0.0 

SPLIT-1. 
 0102 GO TC 23 

DESALT=H1  
4 C104 68=J 

Ci05 NAFT=341. 

00 20 M=1.PAFT 
J-N4.1 P . 
L=J+1 
CU 49 1=1,19  
+I 20 TSTRIT,LI=HTSTRII.J1 

mAXt-S-TRP-AfTetr-OESALTER CURRt SP0m0 Ht,
0090 J=NO 
0091 ' -A0 
0092 . .CO 21 1=1,5 . 
v011"--"'."----71-trtSTR( •L)=14T I 

P 

•J, • 
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- .4ORTRAN IV G LEVEL-  18 . .MAIN DATE m.71011 _ . 12/20/24 .. PAGE 0004 

0122 L=NAFT+1 
• .0t29. 110-30-11rtTNEWN . . 

0124 - • KuJ -I 
C125 . tr1r1mmt8orrz#72872 
0126. te HTSTR(10•JI=HTSTRI11,KI+HTSTR(10•JI • 
0127 CALL-S-Pt1Tt1iT'STRt4.J-t.ttTS1`R(6.J1tHf3 -p-I 
0128 . HTSTR(9,JI=CP*HTSTRI5IJI*INTSTRI6•JI-HTSTRI10,M 

.i"0124) 29 CAtt-SPHT-tfCRA-PliOTTHTTTRIII,KIOITTTR • t t 
.C130 DELT=HTSTRI9,JIMP*FCRLBI _ 

1 . . 
• 

tSTR111T1 

I . 0192  
C133 

  

C CALCULATE COOLER DUTIES. 
CO 33-1=10Ittn  

  

    

   

IFIHTSTRI8IJII31,3103 
31 Eftt--SPHT-IMT-STAI414/1-11T-5-712-11-0T-JSTMT-STI31-71-Jt-rOvreviC • 

MTSTR(121.11=CP*HTSTRIS,JMHTSTRI10,J)-HISTRI71.1,/ 
. eft ftt=11F-SIRI-1-01JP.IW-2----  

., • CELTC=HTSTRI 7.J)-TW1 
xt170=IDEtIti-pEtTellor9tALOOIDELIM1DEL-TC  
HTSTRI15,J1=HTSTRI124JIMMT0450./ 
tiSTRII7r41.=HTSTRH1514141ACOS  

 

      

. 0135 
0136  
0137 
01-38  

1- C139 

   

   

   

   

      

      

0141 : 33 CONTINUE 
CCAL-EtLAT-E-•-COOLER-SURFACES-C--00SI  

0142 CO 35 J=2iNEWN 

C CALC. HT EXCH SURFS C COSTS 
32 ELTM=HTSTRI6T4i-HTSTRILII.1-1  

DELTC=HTSTRI10,JI-HTSTRI11•KI 
Mr0=t0ELTH-OEtTC1-4.71/ALO0 t0ELTWOEti  

HTSTR(141JI=HTSTR(9,J)/IXMTD*50.1 
0140 FSTR-41614I=HfSTRI1414i*ACOST  
0149 . . OELTH=HTSTR16,11-HTSTRIII•11 

0151 XMTD=IDELTH-DELTO *.9/ALOGIDELTH/DELTC) 
----lai STRII-4- r1)-hfiTRI-9-'11/1XMTD*50-11  

..0153 PTSTRI16,11=HTSTRI14,11*ACOST 
TOT AL-PREMi 0431-•EX•eli-SORF-C--C-OSTKEPOL uttfite-E-C---eesT-F-OR-5-1-1*6LE YR  

.0 EXCHANGER SYSTEM. 
'1049•010  

..0155 SUM14=0.0 
'104-16=0.0  

0157 SUM15=0.0 
--0150 SUM-14PDA  
t 0159 CO 36 J=14NENN 

60 SUM91105UM4+14T-STR:19,  
0161 SUP14=SUM14.HTSTRI14,JI 

2. SUML6=PSUP-164MT3TAI16T4-1 
. 0163 SUM15=W15+HTSTRI15,JI 

s--8164 36 SU0-1-74.540.44-04.704R-11-7-rJ  

• • 

CI  .43 

----0144 
0145 
0146  
0147 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE 2 71011 12/20/24 PAGE 0005 

C.URITE HTSTR ARRAY FOR SINGLE TRAIN SYSTEM ON OUTPUT SHEET NO.3 THE ARRAY NOW 

  

A 

 

PUT-VALUES.  

 

0165 • • WRITEI3,1411 

  

Ulbb 
0167 
01c8  
0169 
0170  
0171 

0173 
—0114  

0175 

7---"OrT6  
0177 • 

1 

0178 
 

C181 

i 0183 , 

C185 
-'7"--0/t  

C187 

0189 
3+-0110  

CIS1 

0193 
0194  
C195 
6196  

L•//D Ap•UU PU1 b” t i•//p  
. 11RI!E13,40) 
.K= P7190117191 • 

hRITE13,43111HTSTRII,J1,121,311021,R1 
WRI-1113,4111t1IISTR110.1102111C/7124,181  

41 FoRmArm..APP.15x,7F12.1,3xounnik.,12xamo/u0TIN.F.,t3x, 

2H11.94X,7F12.0/3X0EXOUT TEMP,F1 p6X07F124C/3XOTEMP CRUDE OUT,F', 
3 2J ,7F12.0  
43XOPSEIMOT 11 011X0F12,0/3WEX.SURF,SQFT°06WF12o0/3X, 
5* COLIMURP FSCP1 12-•0/3X fp 11A, TM •-013X• .  
6ICOOLoCOSTWOX,7F12.0/3X0APPROACH,F°,8X0F120//1. 
IFtNEW-7144,44142 

42 kRITEI3,451 
WRITEI-3,1417t-tHTSTRtlistr112'17/Wrx8,NEWN/ . 
hRITE13,41/11HTSTR11,MJ28g141,104,181 • 

e-wkrilt-mt-sur-er THE OUTtE TSURFACtSCCOSTS UN-OUTPUT'SHEET-Nff'3-FOR-StNGLE  
C TRAIN SYSTEM. 

44 WkliEtAg4trtSUM9,-SUMT4ISUM16,-SUMt5TSUM/7  
.46 FORMAT13kosTOTAL DUTY2I,F11.006TU/HR'/3XOTOTAL EXCH SURF 26 ,F800, 

I FTtC4-tTri+TOTAt-EXCH-COST24°,P T.0t3XrTurow—comet--suRp=40170.  
• 2IFTS0/3XOTOTAL COOLER CUST210'gF 7.0) 

CIPENSI-01c-rEMPttt9g14/  
GO TO 1300,200),POCE 

e-tril-r-OP-1107-YRATN-SEGYEW  
C CHECK ON MAGNITUDE OF HEATING STRMS. SPLIT ANY HEATING STREAM IN HALF WHICH 
C St-57-1HE T-EMP-CP TME-CRUOt-MORt-TMAN 60 F. AD0-THE-NEW-STRMS-TO-YHE--P1T31 
C ARRAY IN THE CORRECT POSITION. 
• •20C ..T:KAFTIMEW  

RISE=HTSTR19,J1/1FCRLB*,61 
rPtitile=60-,14rT98,48  

48 K2.01 
CO 49 L-K,NEWN  
00 49 1=1,19 

49 EPPA1Ift1=MTSTR.ttfti  
HTSTR(5,J)=HTSTR(5,,11/2,, 

ST-R-1-97112147 t 101 2o 
CO 150 1=1,19 

150 MTSTRtIfK4-2101T 110.11 
CO 54 L=K 1NEWN 
CO 54 I-1,19 
P=L.1 

S TRt I-, P) -'TtMPl l 1, 
KEWN=NEWN+1 
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FORTRAN ty A LEVEL 18 MAIN. GATE is 71011 :12/20/24 PAGE 0006 

1 0197 47 CONTINUE 

1 r1

pia KRIftt3i101-1-NEPIIN  
0199 101 FORMATI 0 1 0 ,3XONEWN=1 ,1141 

C SET CP A TRAtItANO is TA 
0200 NAT=0 
0201  
C202 00 50 J=NAFTINEWN,2 

1"-"'"020 Ott-703-1=11 
• 0204 203 AII.KI=HTSTRII,JI 

NAT-=NAlt1  
0206 • 50 K=K+1 

MATT wtOF 
02E8 h8T=0 

K=1  
0210 

4 C212 

I • C214 . 51 10.K4.1 • 
C 08T-AIN-5UM-ef-kiRAIN a OTRAIN OUTIES 6 COMPARC.THEM. 

SUMA=0.0 C215 
00-55 J=tTN*  {-216  

55 SUMA=SUMA+A(9,J) C217 
:JUMB=O- 0  

1 
2;

19 00 56 J=1,N8T 
UM8•SUM84-81  20  

CIF=SUPA-SUMS • 0221 
3tiff-t-THE-tA5T EXCH FRI114-4-14E-ATRAIN-T0-111 RAIN-eft-vief-ve*SA-TO-eeu* t • 

C AS Al ATTEMPT TO ECUALIZE THE OUTLET TEMPERATURES FROM THE TWO TRAINS. 

0223 • 57 IFIDIF-A19•NATi1 64,64,60 
02.2 RT+1  
0225 CO 59 1=1,19 
0226  
0227 59 AII,NATI=0.0 

kT=Nkf  
0229 NOT=N8T4:1 
0230 -6.0-40-64  
0231 58 IFIB19,N8T1+0IF161,64,64 
0232 4,,NATrt  
0233 CO 62 I=1,19 

CO 51 J=MAFT,NEWN•2 
00-2041-1.19  

204 EII,KI=HTSTRII,J) 
fif-=N8I+1  

Ift0IF)58T-64,  

C235 
46  

0237 

0238  

62 011,N8TI=0.0 
KAT•hAT  
h8T=NOT -1 

C MAKE PREHE-AT--C-AL-C-5--FON---A-T  
64 SA1T=DESALT -DROP 

• 
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,Jl=A(11iK1'fAt18.J)  
0252 CALL SPNT(A(4,J),416tJI,A(10101,0•90,,CP) 

1•4/F31=A15•J'IlrePirtAl6T311•A 110 • J 11 
0254 68 CALL SPHT1FCRAP100•04111,K1, A19,J1,NAFCRICPI 
C2, -ATITSittCP*PCAt •I 

' 0256 69 A(11,J1=A111,KI•DELT 
C MARE PRE1*EAT-DALCS-P0R-81RA  

0257 U18(8911) 103,102,103 
O218 fOott=kft0-1Y1  
0259 CALL SPNTIIII4.0.8(6•1).8110,11.0.110.,CP1 

}-7---0260 .6t9fir=645AP*CP*C0t6ett=4Ct  
1.• : C261 103 CALL SPOT1FCRAP1,0•,SALT,819,1/0AFCRtCP, 

cr62 tAtt=tt9ilfittepte 
0263 8111,1)=SALT+DELT 

1-62E4 00-72-1=121N8T  
0265 K=J -1 

P11111,JII 70T70771 
0267 70 e(lo,J)= 

tet4iNtlbt6-141C81-141J1100•90••CP  
C269 019,J)=615,J/*CP*18(6•J/*8110,j/1 

—0270 71 t-SPOTtfCRAP11-0•051110(10MT4tV“ PO4")  
0271 DELT=111(9•JI/ICP*FCRL8/2•) 

--6272 72 8t11-0 .11=6111•10-40ELF- 
- C MAKE COOLER CALCS FOR ATRAINE. 
-02/1  11-'3=1-:NAT  
0274 IFIA180J1)74173•73 

;7----0275 74 mt spial6t3rit,ktrayitowilitit7071cP)  
0276 • Af1210/=CP*A151.11*(14110,A•4171011 • 

----^-027'  
. 0278 CELTC= A17,J1-(W1 

-----e274 IMT0=4061:Th"DEtiCt*TWAt001-0ettN,Detie  
C280 /1(15,.1)=A112,JI/IXIATO*50.1 

-,...---.0281 All7Tat=1115-01*10. 
 

0282 73 CONTINUE 
Aitt-tOULER-CALCS-fOR7etRAIN.  

0283 DO 75 J=1,NOT 
0284 I F t8 Midi-116TV  

• 0240 IFIA18,1/153,52,53 
OVA 52 Ai1O,i1=SALT+At?8•l )  
0242 A(110.1=A11011) 
Uliti [ALL 6Vfil1A1*IpligAl6911, 1.10.11.0010et V; 
0244 A19,11=A15,11*CPSIA16•11-A(10,11) 

•7"-----70243 73 ‘ALL 3 Iii(FICWArritriiM1M111419111VHAFCRiC).; 
' • 0246 DELT=A(9,11/1CP*FCRL8/2•) : . 
."•-"'D24, A1=SALT+DELT  'OE 

0248 00 69 J=2•NAT 
;7-----0244 . it= J-1 
• 0250 IFIA18•J1167,67168 

`'"*.-C21 



C321 

0323 

C325 
0326  

j— 0318  
0319 . SSUM16=0.0 

SSUM15.0.0  

•Um1•4•••=0. 

SSUM17=0•0 
60-7-30-1oN8  
SSUM9=SSUM9+HTSTR(9,JI 
'51.0414=SSUPt4+1tT3Titf I 
SSUM16=SSUP16+HTSTRI16,JI 
SSUM1-5.4500+5++GT-ST  

.:.•;.; . :.i.:.:3•;,••:.i.;:e.4:-.K.,-•..a...:01it3.04.4eumisiievorozzicAiluAtilt-lamiibi..-4iiaL4 •Agiiitzsgro•Atiotauk....- - • •; ,, ••••Awmitimaiinkaraa.tia.tt,.4.•44044.::/;44:d.X.:,..1•:.•:.. .. 

• 

.- FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE = 
• 

71011 12/20/24 PAGE 0008 

• 0285 76 CALL SPkT1814,J1,8110,JI,817,J110.0•ICPI 
.0286 8(12701=C**8-(5illirtff410,J1-=8171011 • 
.0287 • DELTH=0(109.1) -T142 . 
0488 CECTC=Vt7711=TR1 

• 
0289 KMT0=10ELTM-OELTC1*.9/ALOGIOELTN/DELTC1 

, 

0290 8(1171t=tt121JIttXM10.5 0- 
0291 '- 81171.11=8115•J/*10• . 
92 7 tO TINUE 

C AC8TRAIN COOLERS DONE,EXCHS FOLLOW. 
.eltittet-Pott-rtitsr-*TRAtN-exem. 

0293 CELTH=A46,11-4111,11 • . 
t" -0294• CEtie=ktrOptiSALT 

XMTO=IDELTM-OELTCI*•9/ALOGIDELTN/OELlt I- 
 114114=A19TWOMFO.50,  

.AI1611)=A(14•11*10. 
FOR7FIRST-STR-AtN-11 • 

0298 CELTM=816,11-8(11,1) 
17.7.-w-T-029 ' LfevittiOTLI SALT  
' • 0360 • AMTO=IDELTM-OELTC)*0/ALOGIOELTN/OELIti 
••••••••*-03•01-**-- ft-4 El =811 • 1)-R Xf4T0450-T 

0302 - 8416,11=811491/*10. 
-------,-7---e-e*kes-FoR REST OF-AfRAIN-EXE 
: • 0303 . • CO 77 J=2,NAT 

1  • 0305 CELTM=A(610)-A111,JI 
1 • 0306 • EkfC=611-014h-Afifl  
1 - .0307 XMT0=10ELTM-CELTC)*•9/ALOGIDELTH/OELTC1 • 
1..• - C3 -14-01-A19,J4741MT0•504,.  

03C9 • 77 A(16,JI=A(14,J)*10. 
S-FOR-RE-S-T-OF-t3TA•Alit-EX0i  
CO 78 J=2,NHT  

. Ks J'.-1  
CELTH*BI6,JI-8411,J1 
eetfe.81 )-81-HiR  
)M70=0E1711 -CELT0*•9/ALOGIOELTN/DELTCY 
Ct tit= E 9-1-1-14-1-*MT4), • 

78 2(169.11=8(14•JI*10• 
C SUPMATIOW0E-OUTIMEferfOR-EKONS-8EFORE-OESAL4 • 

. • 0317 SSUM9=0•0 

0310 

• 0312 
0313  
0314 
0315  
03.16 

02S5 

0297 ' 
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0327 79 SSUM17=SSUM174447STR(17.J) 
C SuFRATION-OF DuT1tS,EiC. rux A A iN EACMS. 

0328 ASUM9=0.0 

t7-77232 ASUM17=0.0 
31 ASUM1-5- 

C,J., 00 80 SuTTNAT 
0334 ASUM9=ASUM9•A(9.J) 
0335 ASUM14-ASUPT4cA/MJI  
0336 ASUM16=ASUM1644116.J1 
0331 ASUNI-TTAIUNT5-61113..; 
C338 80 ASUM17=ASUM17.A117,J) 

C SUMMATION-/IF-INITITSTETC.:-F011-614141-M-fXCIII.  
I 0339 8SUM9=0.0 i 
 • C.,40 0SUM14T1770  

4 0341 8SUM16=0.0 
1^----4342 0SUM15=0,70  

0343 OSUM17=0.0 
4 0344 CO 131-3=1018  

245 OSUM9=8SUM914449.J/ 
eSumrVnesurr4r9f14.J1  

' 0347 8SUM16=8SUM16+8116.J1 
'--0348 8SUMII=BSUM-15*8t15-il1  

C349 :81 RSUM17=BSUM170.4117.JI 
.01611-UNITUTALMF-*Lt-OUrteSpETC.  

0350 -. .1. ,' TSUM9=SSUM9•ASUM9+8SUM9 
6"--*C3•51---"----T31/111-4-=.331/tetticAlt1Mrtry13S M14 
i 0352 i TSUM16=SSUM164.ASUM16.8SUM16 
t7---.0353 15,AStfMt5-r8SUM15  
4 0354 -- TSUM17=SSUM174-ASUM17•BSUM17 

 

6-1111-711--ARRAY-fOR-MMS-tefORD-CtlAtTER-04-04MU4-311ECT NO. 4. 

; 0355 hRITE(3.85) 
r----0356 N81  
1 0357 URITE(3.86) INTSTR(410)10=1.NB1 ' 

C3Se WRI-TE(11-8-71-tHrSTRt5,J11JwilN8 
, C359 hilITE13.88) IHTSTR(6.M0=1,NBI 

0360' • WRIFEI3 1.89)-IMISTRttrUITjw1iNftt  
C361 

•r•—•—t362  
4 0363 

0364  

 

WRITE(3.901 (HTSTRIEI•J).J=1.ND) 
14R ITE 3 On I1 1114-STRI9•111-.1= 
URITE(3.92) CHTSTR(10..1).J=100) 
wRIIE(3031--INTSTRttlyth-lirliNfli  

 

  

  

  

.......... . . 
364 viRITEt3r951-1Hf$TR-113.JT.J=tvNfti 

0367 • hRITE(3.96) INTSTI1(14.JI,J=1048) • • • 

. 

C368 141.11Te43.911-411151111-15.Jhr1=-1.N81 
C369 ' -. liRITE(3.90) (HTSTA(164,J),J=1,N13) 

. . 

j 0370 43-61111-tlifSTR1-17,Jts4=10418-   

'.-.. .-. . 

. 
• . . 

. . 

• . ....• -'• . .. • . 
• 

. . 
. . 

--...-- 
. . . 

. . . 

0.2z9 0.0  

0330 ASUM16=0.0 



C5,3  
0374 
0.375  
0376 

0378 

) 0380 

. 0382 

0384 

0386 

62 
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4 C371 

 

'WRITE13 9 100)1HTSTRI181J),J*1•NDI • 
FORmArtwroltvprit-ourpur-stmEr-o-tirrto-mnottocerts-nimmt-orsAtil 

 

0372  

  

  

In 
6 FORMATt/ri+AP1111:TXT4 • 

87 FORMATOWL8S/HR 8 ,12X•4F12•01 
etl .0RMATM74 11NTPit2X0f12701  
89 FORMAT(3XOTOUTI,F 6 .12X,4F12•0) 
90--FORMArt37t0-PAVT45X114P1-270/  
91 FORMATI3X, 'EX.DUTY,OTU/HR1 •3X,46.2.0) 
92-FORMATt3X74E1OUT reMPifi6Xf4Pt270)  
93 FORMATI3XOTEMP CRUD OUT,F',2X,4F12.0) 
94 ft7RMATittireeetitvouly,mTuitwaxv*r • 
95 FoRmAr(3Xonsmar.,11x.4F1.2.01 
96-FORMATA3AT4E-ATSURFTSOFT-6 ,-6*r4F-12.0)  
97 FORMATOWCOOL•SURF•SOFT°14X,012•01 
9e-fORMATUIXT-41COSTTV-TtO*r4P12-4- 1  
99 FORMATI3X,'COOL COST•0,7X.4F12•01 

PUf-00-5 UN-4A4 ARRAf-PG5tTiONS-NOT-OCCUPfe0-ef-HEATiNG-S-TREAM  
100 FORMATI3XWAPPROACH,F°,7X,4F12•01 . 

K - AT+  
CO 126 J=Kr7 

, CO-t26-tmkTi9  
• 126 AII,J1=0:0 

tit-' 34ARRA-V-PeStf-I-ONS-NOT-0C-ettPi-E13-1)Y4fekfita-S-TRfAM  
K=NDT+1 

27-J=AT7  
CO 127 1=1,19 

0387 

0389 
A. 

0391 

C392 
-0393  

0394 . 

1 
• 0397 

fi 
I  

0390  

C4C0 

04C3.. 

C405 
.  

h. 0407 
0408  
0409 

F. 0411 
0412  

C WRITE 'A'ARRAY WITH PREHEAT VALUES AS CALCULATED ON OUTPUT SHEET NO.4. 
WRIFE1-3r1201  
kRITE13,43)(111(1•J)0=10),J=1•NATI 
11-14Ef3v4t+41-A1414111-7)-,14T-18  

C WRITE 'PARRAY WITH PREHEAT VALUES AS CALCULATED ON OUTPUT SHEET NO.4. 
RITE131121)  

NRITE(3,43)((8(I,J),Is1,3),J=1,N8T) 
kRiTE(-31-41)f1fflit.f+TJe1-044111,4%-18  

C %RITE SUPS OF CUTIESIETC• FOR SPLIT TRAIN SYSTEM. 
kRITE-1.3,1-28)--fSUP9  
hRITEI3,129) TSUM14 

129  MAT-110)(01-0T4*-SUR gFT=slif-10.0)  
hRITE(31122) TSUP15 

122 ORMATI11}ATITOF-COM-SURFTSO-Ffm147f-6T0 
MRITE(3•1231 TSUM16 

123 1ORMATA-10)(0+10-E101-00STT$4,4Tf42.  
IIRITEI3•124) TSUP17 

124 FORMAT-1-101e-TAT-0001-0054ii,04-01.2.0  
:120 FORMAT14 1W55WOUTPUT SHEET 51//60X0A.TRAW1 

120 FORMAT4444,4TOT OFT 2.0)  
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C413 121 FORMATI60,08 TRAIN9/I 
0..14 3u0 attURN 
0415 END 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 SPHT DATE = 71011 . 12/20/24 . PAGE 0001 

0001 SUBROUTINE SPNT!API.T11,T2.Q.XL81 CP1 
C IF = .0iCALL CP AT AV. uF T1ET2. 

. • 00C2 IFI0)6t5r6 
1-----UOUs 5 i-TT1FT2172. 

COC4 GO TO 9 

t.--.0.0 

C006 
t-----0007  

0008 2 T=T1 -DELT/2. 
"'"--001, 1.,u ic-9  

C010 3 T=T2+DELT/2. 
eon 9 CP=r314,w002T5irMPT9,00058wri; 01 T 

i '0012 GO TC 30 
C it1S-NDT-07-0-AND--A-L-S-D-TP-COUN'T-1-S-NuT 0.0UtEtALCULATE CP. 

C013 3C TF(0)31,33,31 
tY-0014 31 1f/CuuNlf31-02.33 
'• 0015 :32 COUNT=1.0 
1 C010 DELT-0/ICP•ALBI  

C017 GO TO 8 
6018 33 REtunn  
0019 ENO 

C ir 0 00tS-NOT-EVU L 0.0 CALL. APPRuA DELT ANC-AYET-VAtUE•THEN CALC FIRST  
C JRIAL.VALUE CF CP. 

• 
CELT=0/1.55*XLB1 

d CF1TI12,13.2 
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APPENDIX B 

EXPLANATION OF OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Program Output - Sample Problem 1  

Three output sheets are included, which are essentially 

self-explanatory. They represent the results obtained from a com-

puter run for a sample problem referred to as problem #1. This 

problem corresponds to the preheat system for a relatively small 

crude unit with a feed rate of approximately 30,000 BPSD. Only 

a "single train" run was made because the crude unit was so small. 

A 40°F temperature approach was used for all the variable duty 

exchangers. 

Program Output - Sample Problem 2  

Three output sheets are presented. This problem is identi-

cal with sample problem #1 except that varied temperature approaches 

were used for the variable duty exchangers. The approaches used 

ranged from 60°F down to 20°F with the higher values.,  used for 

the low temperature exchangers. 

Program Output - Sample Problem 3  

Five output sheets are included. The first three are for 

a ''single train system". The fourth and fifth apply to a split-

train system. Since problem #3 corresponds to the preheat system 

of a rather large crude unit with a feed rate of almost 100,000 

BPSD of crude, the run made was of the type giving results for both 

single and split train preheat systems. A temperature approach of 

40°F was used for all variable duty exchangers. 



1-1 OUTPUT SHEET 1 

MISC. INPUT DATA 

CRUDE DATA API=41.2 LBS/HR= 347760. IN TEMP= 60. 

FL.CRUDE DATA API=40.0 LBS/HR= 340000. IN TEMP=255. 

TEMP TO DESALTER=260. TEMP TOL=10.0 SURF COST=10.0 UAV=50.0 DESALTER TEMP DROP=10.0 

N= 7 MODE= 1 IFFL= 1 NOAR= 0 TW1= 90. TW2=110. FACT=10.0 

.
L . 



SHEET 2 

• 1.---------2-  

OUTPUT 

 SINGLE TRAIN 

6  -3 

NAME VAP.HTEXe- ---LGO-CR UPPER PA KERO-CR HGO-CR tOWER PA -RESID CR 
API . 57.0 32.2 42.6 42.6 32.1 32.2 22.4 

-----L8S/HR -289300. 44420.- 280000. 95150. 34860. 187000. 68230. 
TIN,F 245. 612. 463. 407. 440. 529. 463. 
TOUT.F O.- 150. O. 100. 150. 0. 200o 
PA? 1. 0. o. 1. O. O. 1. 
EX.DUTYOTU/HR ---24600000. 0.-- 17500000. C:W-- - - O. 6000000o 0. 
EXULT TEMP1 F 200. O. O. 307. 0. O. 413. 

---- TEMP CRUDE OUT9F Ow -------- 0. - O. - 0. 0. 0. Oo 
COOL.DUTY,BTU/HR • 0. 0. O. 0. 0. O. 0. 
PSEUDCT 233• -385. 395. 403. 429. 444.- -561. 
EX.SURF,SCFT 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
COOL.SURF,SQFT O. O. O. o. 0. O. O. 
EXCOSTS O. O. O. 0. O. 0. O. 
COOL.COSTg$ O. Os 0. 0. - Oo 0. 

40. 40. 40. 0* 40. APPROACH.F O. O. 
- - •• - - - • • 1  ---"- . 

. • . 



OUTPUT SHEET 3 

-SINGLE TRAIN 

4 6 - 1 2 

NAME LGO-CR UPPER PA LPPER PA KERO-CR - - -HGO-CR- -- - LONER PA VAP.HTEX. 
API 57.0 32.2 42.6 42.6 42.6 32.1 32.2 

--LBS/HR --- - - --- -289300. -- 44420. 280000. 280000. 95150. 34860. 187000. 
T1N$F 245. 463. 347. 407. 440. 529. 463. 

--- -TOUTIF --- O. 150. O. 0. 100. 150. 0. 
PA? 1. O. 1. 1. O. O. 1. 

--- EX.OUTYIBTU/HR 24600000. 6313467. 7100907. 10399093. 6037069. 3657543. 6000000. 
EXOUT TEMP,F 200. 234. 307. 347. 345. 373. 413. 

-----TEMP CRUDE OUT,F 194. 225• 260. 305. 333. 349. 376. 
COUL.CUTY,BTU/HR O. 1999824. O. O. 13617774. 4465351. O. 

--PSEUDO.  233. 385. 395. O. 403. 429. 444. 
EX.SURF,SCFT 6184. 1265. 1874. 2459. 1971. 873. 1780. 

----COOL.SURF.SOFT _ 0. 505. 0. O. 4240. 722. 0. 
ExcosTs 61842. 12649. 18742. 24594. 19708. 8733. 17805. 

--- COOL.COST7$ -- - - 0. 5049. O. O. 42395. --- - 7223. O. 
O. APPROACH,F O. 40. 0. 0. 40. 40. 

- • -SINGLE TRAIN GONTO - 

.8 10 -11. -13 14 

----NAME RESIC-CR 
API 22.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
L8S/HR--- ---- - 68230. 0. 0, O. O. 0. 
TIN,F 

O. 
0. 612. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

TOUToF - --•- 200. o. o, o. o. 0. O. 
PA? O. 0. 0. O. O. O. 0. 

--- EX.OUTY78TU/HR 9078231. 0. 0. -------0. 
EXOUT TEMP,F 416. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

--- TEMP CRUDE OUT,F - 414. 0. 0. o. o. 0. O. 
O. COOL.CUTY,BTU/HR 

--PSEUDO. -- 
8426894. O. 0. O. O. O. 

- 561. O. O. 0. O. O. O. 
EX.SURF,SCFT 

----COOL.SURF,SOFT 
2042. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
977. O. 0. o. o. o. o. ExcosTs 

_ --COOL.COST,S 
20419. 
9775. 

0. 
0. 

0. 
o. 

0. 
0. 

0. 
0. 

0. 
0. 

0. 
- 0. 

APPROACH,F 40. O. 0. O. O. O. 0. 

_---TOTAL DUTY= 73186256.8TU/HR 
TOTAL EXCH SURF= 18449.FTS0 

- TOTAL EXCH COST=$184491. 
TOTAL COOLER SURF= 6444.FTS0 

- TOTAL COOLER cnsT.s 64442. 



OUTPUT SHEET 1 

MISC. INPUT DATA 

IN TEMP= 60. CRUDE DATA API=41.2 .1.8S/HR= 347760. 

FL.CRUDE DATA API=40.0 . LOS/HR= 340000. IN TEMP=255. . . 

TEMP TO DESALTER=260. TEMP T.OL=10.0 SURF COST=10.0 UAV=50.0 DESALTER TEMP DROP=10.0 

N= 7 MODE= 1 IFFL= 1 NOAR= 0 TW1= 90. TW2=110. FACT=10.0 

. 

." . 



OUTPUT SHEET 2 
• • 

SINGLE TRAIN 

3 4 

--NAME 
. • 

RES1D-CR -VAP•HTEX. LGO-CR -UPPER PA KERO-CR HGO-CR LOWER PA 
API 22.4 . 57.0 32.2 42.6 42.6 32.1 32.2 

---LBS/HR 289300. 44420. 280000. 95150. 34860.- 187000.-- 68230. 
TINsf 612. 245. 463. 407. 440. 529. 463. 

O. 150. Oo 100. 150. O. 200. ----TOUTsF 
PA? 0. 1. 0. 1. O. O. 1. 

- EX•DUTY,BTU/HR --- -24600000. O. 17500000. O. O. 6000000. 0. 
EXOLT TEMP,F 200. 0. 307. 0. 0o 413. O. 

Oo O. Oo 0. O. O. Om TEMP CRUDE OUTOF 
COOL.CUTY,BTU/HR O. 0. O. 0. O. O. O. 

--- PSELDCT 233. 385. 395. 403. 429. 444. 561. 
EX.SURF,SCFT O. O. O. O. 0s O. O. 

- COOL.SURF,SOFT 0, 0. O. O. 0s O. 0. 
EXCOSTS O. 0. 0. 0. O. O. O. 

Os Os O. 0e 0. O. 0. COOL.COST,$ 
APPROACH,F 30. O. 20. 0. 60. O. 50. 

. • •'.. . . 

. . . 



. . - 
.• ' • 

OUTPUT 

- 
SHEET 3.  

TRAIN 

4 

UPPER PA 

2 

LGO*CR 

SINGLE 

-UPPER PA 

5 

----NAME -- - VAP.HTEX. KERO-CR -CR - 

6 7 

--LOWER 
API . 57.0 32.2 42.6 42.6 42.6 

HGO;
!). 

 

-- LBS/HR -------------289300. 44420. 280000. 95150. 
TIN,F 245. 463. 350. 

280(4)(0)0r: 
440. 

34860. 
187(4n: 

TUUToF O. --- 150. ----- O. O. 100. 
529. 

-- O. 
PA? 1. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 1. 
EX.OUTYOTU/HR --- •-- 24600000. 5811309. •- 7603075. 9896925. 5567236. 
EXOLT TEMP,F 
TEMP CRUDE OUT,F 

200. 
194. ;:43: 

307. 350. 
303. 

353. 
3973298. ---600004n: 

359.
P6 373. 

COOL.CUTY,BTU/HR O. 2501983. 
:691:ii 

O. 14087607.2 4149597. 0. 
--- PSELDOT   -- 233. 385. o. 403. 429. 444. 

EX.SURF,SCFT 6184. 
---COOL.SURF,SQFT O. 

EXCOSTS 61842. 

994. 
580. 

9943. 
- 5803. 

60. 

1946. 
O. 

19460. 
- O. 

0. 

2278. 
0. 

22778. 
O. 
0. 

1615. 
4285. 
16145. 
42853. 

50. 

1043. 1711. 
695. o. 

10435. 1710(7): 
6949. 
30. 0. 

----COOL.COSTo$ O. 
APPROACH,F 0. 

SINGLE TRAIN CONTO 

8 10 11 12 13 .14 

•----• •--RESID*CR- 
0.0 0.0 0.0 API ' 22.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 

L8S/HR • 68230. - O. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 
TIN,F 612. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
------- 200. 0. o. 0. o. 0.- 0. 

PA? 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
10053987. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. ----EXeDUTYOTU/HR 

EXOLT TEMP,F 393. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 
TEMP CRUDE OUT,F --- -415e - 0.._...-----_0. o. 0. 0. 0. 
COOL.OUTY,8TU/HR 7451137. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
PSEUDGT 0. o. o.  o. 
EX•SURFoSCFT 2886. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 

-----COOL•SURF,SOFT -. 904. - o. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 
EXCOSTS 28859. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

- 9044. o. 0. 0. 0. O. - 0. 
APPROACHof 20. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

_,--TOTAL DUTY= 735.05792aTU/HR 
TOTAL EXCH SURF= 18657.FTS0 
TOTAL EXCH COST=$186569. 
TOTAL COOLER SURF=. 6465.FTSQ 
TOTAL COOLER cnsr=t 64650. 

A 



. - OUTPUT SHEET 1 

MISC. INPUT DATA 

CRUDE DATA AP1=45•7 LDS/HR= 1220000. IN TEMP= 85. 

FL.CRLDE DATA API= 0.0 LBS/HR= 0. IN TEMP= 0. 

TEMP TO DESALFER=26C• TEMP TOL=10.0 SURF COST=10.0 UAV=50.0 . DESALTER TEMP DROP=10•0 

N=10 MODE= 2 1FFL= 0 , NOAR= 0 TN1= 85. TW2=115. FACT=10.0 
..... 



OUTPUT SHEET 2 

. • 
SINGLE TRAIN . . 

3 4 7 2 

----NAME LT NAPH PA1 HV NAPH 1VAC 3SS 1VAC 2SS 2VAC RES PAZ 
API 52.0 52.0 44.2 21.4 24.8 11.8 44.2 

-- - LBS/HR -- 279500. 1210000. 139000. 53000. 73800. 50000. 1050000. 
TIN,F 290. 340. 425. 615. 565. 675. 475. 

----TOUT tF 100. Oe 115. 150. 150. 275. O. 
PA? 0. 1. 0. O. 0. 0. 1. 

--- EX.OUTVOTU/HR Os 92200000. O• O. Os O. 86300000e 
O. EXULT TEMP,F 215. O. O. O. O. 355. 

----TEMP CRUDE OUT,F O. O. O. O. O. - O. 0e 
COOL.CUTY,BTU/HR 0. O. O. O. O. 0. 0. 

--- PSEUDOT 246. 330. 337. 385. 400. 431. 463. 
EX.SURFtSCFT O. 0. O. O. O. 0. 0. 

----COOL.SURFsSOFT 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
EXCCSTS O. 0. O. 0. O. O. O. 

-- COOL.COSTt S -0. 0. 0. Oe O.-- Oe - 0. 
40. 0. APPROACH,F 40. 0. 40. 40. 40. 

SINGLE TRAIN CONTD 

8 9 10 11 12 13 -14 

NAME- 1VAC MPA 2VAC PA ATM GO 
API 0.0 28.5 24.0 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
LBS/HR 550000. 201000. 275000. 0. 0. o. 0. 
TIN,F 500. 600. 590. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 

----TOUT,F - - -- O. 0. o. o. o. 
PA? 0. 1. I. 0. 0. O. 0. 

21000000e 12100000. 0. o. o. o. 0. ----EXeDUTYOTU/HR 
EXOUT TEMP,F 0. 0. 445. 509. O. 0. 0. 

CRUDE OUT,F ----TEMP -- - - Os o. 0. o. 0. 0. 
COOL.OUTY,BTU/HR 0. 0s 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
PSEUDO.'" ....-- 478. 539. 546. O. O. 0. O. 
EX.SURF,SCFT O. O. O. O. O. 0e 0. 

-- --COOL.SURF.SOFT O. 0. 0. 0. 0. ---0. 0. 
EXCOSTS O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

---cooi.cosT.: 0. 0. - 0. 0. 0. ----0. .--0. 
APPROACH,F O. 40. 40. O. O. 0. 0. 

••• 



OUTPUT SHEET 3 

6 7 

2VAC RES FA2 

-TOTAL DUTY= 305115904.8TU/MR 
TOTAL EXCh SURF= 93139.FTS0 
TOTAL EXCH COST=$931394. 
TOTAL COOLER SURF= 22416.FTSQ 
TOTAL COOLER COST=t224159* 

4 

IVAC 3SS --MV NAPH 

2 

PA1 NAME LT NAPH -- 
API 52.0 52.0 
L8S/HR 279500. 1210000. 
TINpF 290. 340. 

100. 0. TOUTIF- 
PA? . 0. 1. 

-----EX.DUTYpBTU/HR -- 27711984. 92200000. 
EXOUT TEMP,F 
TEMP 

125. 215. 
128. - 259.- CRUDE-OUTpF 

COOL.OUTY,BTU/HR • 3853604. 0e 
- 246. 330. -----PSEUDOT 

EX.SURF,SCFT 7054. 24363. 
6944. 0. COOL.SURF,SQFT 

EXCCSTS 70544. 243634. 
-----COOL•COSTp$ 69445. - • 0. 

APPROACHpF 40. 0. 

8 

--NAME - -• 1VAC MPA 2VAC PA 
API 28.5 24.0 
8S/MR 550000.- 201000. 
TIN,F 500. 600. 

-----TOUTIF • .-0. 0.- 
PA? 1. 1. 
EX*DUTYpBTU/HR 21000000. 12100000. 
EXOUT TEMP,F 445. 509. 
TEMP CRUDE-OUT,F - -436. -450. 
COOL.DU7YOTUPIR 0. 0. 
PSEUDCT 478. 539. 
EX.SURFpSCFT 9910. 2512o 

---000L.SURF,SQFT • --- 0. 0s 
EXCCSTS 99101. 25121. 

0. 0. 
APPROACH,F 0. 40. 

SINGLE TRAIN 

44.2 
139000. 

425. 
115. 
0. 

21.4 
53000. 
615. 
150. 

0. 

24.8 
73800. 
565. 
150. 

o. 

11.8 
50000. 
675. 
275. 

o. 

44.2 
1050000, 

475. 
o. 
1. 

12427567. 10627397.. 11793509. - 11033886* • 86300000. 
355. 289. 306. 318. 333. 

266.6 • 278. - 293e--• 3050- 412. 
O. 13941342. 4350593. 6708251e 1555106. 

337. 385. 400. 431* 463. 
34083. 3566. 1696. 2163. 1654. 

3783. 828. 1229. 170. O. 
340832. 35656. 16958. 21631e 16540. 

37826. 8279. 12290. • -- 1698. --- 0.- - 
0. 40. 40. 40. 40. 

SINGLE TRAIN CONTD 

10 11 12. ----.:- 43- .-14 

ATM GO 
0.0 0.0 33.3 o.o 0.0 

275000. o. -0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 590. 0. 0. 

120. o. -0.. 0. 0. 
0. o. o. o. 0. 

19922048. o. o.- o. 0. 
0. 0. 490. 0. 0. 

472. --o. 0. o. 0. - 
o. 0. 61011008. 0. 0. 

546. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 6138. 0. 0. 0. 

9462. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 61378. 0. 0. 0. 

94621. 0. 0. 0. o. 
0. 40. 0. 0. 0. 

5 

1VAC 2SS 



OUTPUT 

EXCHANGERS 

SHEET 4 

BEFORE OESALTER 

PA1 NAME • LT NAPH 
-----AP1 52.0 52.0 

-LOS/HR 279500. 1210000. 
TIN1F 290. 340. 
TOUT,F 100. 0. 

------PA7 1. 
EXeDUTY'BTU/HR 27711984. 92200000. 

-----EXOUT TEMPIF--- -- — — .125. 
TEMP CRUD OUT,F 128. 25%

. 
 

-----COOLoCUTYOTU/HR 3853604. 
PSECOCT • 246• 330. 

7054. 24363. EXeSURF'SCFT 
COOLeSURF'SOFT 6944e 0. 
EXCCST,10 -----70544*-— 243634. 
COOL COST'S 69445* 0. 

- APPROACH,F 



OUTPUT SHEET 5 

A TRAIN 
PA2 1VAC MPA HV NAPH 1VAC 2SS 

API 44.2 24.8 44.2 28.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
LOS/HR 139000. 73800. 525000. 550000. 0. 0. 
TIN,F 425. 565. 475. 500.. 0. 0. 0. 

115. 150. 0. 0. o. o. 0•. 

PA? 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 1. 1. 
EXeDUTY.BTU/HR 42427567. 11629170. 43150000. 21000000. 0. 0. 0. 

0. 0. EXOUT TEMP,F 289. 322. 355. 445. 0e 
TEMP CRUDE OUTpF 282. 312. 419. 467. O. Of 0. - 

0. 0. COOL.CUTY,BTU/HR 13941342. 6708251. O. 0. O. 
PSEUDOT 337. 400.- 463. 478. O. :ow - 0. 0. EXeSURFoSCFT 3418. 2240. 19514. • 15916. O. 0. 

0.-..:... O. - - 0. ow o. COOL.SURF,SQFT - 3783. - 1229. 
EXCOSTS 34179. 22402. 195136. 159159. O. 0. 0. 

---COOL.COSTg$ -37826. 12290.. ' O. 
APPROACH.F 40. 40. 0. O. O. 0. O. 

3SS --2VAC RES -PA2 

8-TRAIN 

• 2VAC PA -ATM GO -NAME . --- --------1VAC 
API 21.4 11.8 44.2 24.0 33.3 0.0 0.0 

50000. 525000. 201000. 275000.- 0. 0. 
TIN,F 615. 675. 475. 600. 590. 0. 0. 
TCUT,F 150. 275. O. 0. 120. 0. 0. 
PA?. O. 

11126515. 
289. 

O. 
11415634. 

319. 

1. 
43150000. 

355. 

1. 
12100000. 

509. 

O. 
21110112.- 

483. 

0. 0. 
0. 
0. EX.DUTY,BTU/HR 

EXOUT TEMP.F o. 0. 
TEMP CRUDE OUT.F 279. 

4350593. 
308. 

1555106. 
415. 
0. 

443. 
0. 

' 492. 
61011008o 

0. 0. , 
o. 
0. COOL.CUTY.OTU/HR 

.385. 431. 463. 539. 546. 0. PSEUDOT 
EX.SURF,SCFT 1777. 1721. 18120. 2194. 7232. 0. 0. 
COOL.SURF,SQFT 828. 170. O. O. 9462. -. 0. 0. 
EXCCSTS 17768. 17211. 181205. 21941. 72322. 0. 0. 

8279. 1698. O. O. 94621.  0. COOL.COST,S 
APPROACH.F 0. 40. 40. O. 40. 40. 0. 

--------- 

---TOT DUTYIESTU/HR= 307020800. 
TOT EX SURF.SQ FT= 103550. 
TOT COOL SURF,SQ FT= 22416. 
TOT EXCH CCSTof= 1035498. 
TOT COOL CCST,S= 224159. 

. 



APPENDIX C  

Example of Selection of Optimum Temperature 
Approach by Ten Broeck's Method 

A sample calculation is given to illustrate Ten Broeck's 

method of determining the optimum cold end temperature approach 

for the exchangers in a preheat train. Figures 9 and 10, which 

give "P" values required in the application of this method, are 

included. 
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NOMENCLATURE  

A = area of exchanger, ft. sq. 

API = Specific gravity, °A PI. °API = 141.5  - 131.5 
Sp.gr. 

C = specific heat of crude 

c = specific heat of side stream 

E = incremental exchanger cost, $/ft.sq. 

D = t
1 
- T

i 

F = H + H f wat t
2 

- twa 

G = cost of water, $/thousand gallons 

H = 114 ie/YU 

Hf = 
value of incremental heat, $/million BTU 

Hw 
= cost of water, $/million BTU removed 

i = rate of depreciation or amortization 

P = t1 - t2 
t

1 
- T

1 

Q = rate of heat transfer, BTU/hr. 

R = T2 - 1 = wc 
t

1 
- t2 WC 

 

S = savings, S/yr. 

I = temperature of crude stream, °F. 

t = temperature of side stream, °F. 

twl = inlet water temperature, °F. 

tw2 = outlet water temperature, °F. 

DeltH = t1 - T2
' 
 hot end approach, °F. 

81 
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DeltC = t
2 

- T
l' cold end approach, °F. 

U = overall coefficient of heat transfer. 

W = rate of crude stream, lbs/hr. 

w = rate of sidestream, lbs/hr. 

Y = fraction of year in operation. 

Z = function related to position of exchanger in preheat train 

(See example in appendices) 

82 
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